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Alcohol sales survive despite economic drought
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
While the economic crisis has
left: many strapped for cash, trends
at local bars and liquor stores show
that people are still finding enough
money to keep drinking.
Kim Warnick, a bartender at the
Cha Cha Lounge on 11 th Avenue
and Pike, said she hasn't noticed
much of a decline in business since
the economy took a turn for the
worse.
"People will find a way to get
it," Warnick said. "They want to
celebrate with it and use it to numb
when things aren't going well."
Warnick said this could also be
due to the fact that Cha Cha is an
established bar that typically does
well. They've still been seeing a lot
ofregulars, she said.
At Bleu Bistro on Broadway and
Olive, Phil Thompson said business has been a little slower but still

steady.
It may not be the

most

popular

late-night destination, but Thompson
said they've got cheap food and drinks
and many customers spend around
$30 for the night versus the $90 they might

spend

at a high

end bar

or restaurant.
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Garrett Mukai

Katie, a bartender at The Saint on Olive and Bellevue, still has a steady stream of regulars requesting their usual Friday night tequila drinks.

Offense overpowers Cougars Art hidden in plain sight
Kevin Atchley
Volunteer Writer

Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer

The Seattle University men's
basketball team put on an offensive onslaught Saturday night, winning 99-82 over Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville in the
Connolly Center. The night with
917 in attendance was highlighted
with multiple career highs in scoring, including Michael Wright's
22 points and Chris Gweth's 29
points.
The win over the Cougars
(7-14) was the Redhawks' (12-6)
fourth consecutive win. It was also
their eighth straight home win, as
the Redhawks missed the century
mark in scoring.
The game was in the
Redhawks' clutches from the
tip after Wright jumpstarted an
early 18-4 lead in the first six
minutes on a jump
Page
shot. The Redhawks
didn't trail during
the contest.

The first place any, visitor
goes when they want to see art
on Seattle University's campus
is to the glass sculpture by Dale
Chihuly, which sits in the Paccar
Atrium of the Piggott Building.
They stand there and look up at
it for a couple of minutes, they
take pictures and they leave. The
"Accendo" sculpture appears impressive for its scale, the delicacy
of its constitutive materials, and
for the presumed technical prowess required to shape molten glass
into such multifarious convolutions. Its grandeur, however, can
often distract from the many
other, perhaps subder and more
satisfying, works of art hanging
around campus.
Seattle U has an impressive
campus collection—almost every
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Senior guard Shaun Burl sets the offense during Saturday's game.
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building showcases significant

the past two or three decades.
There are manyexcellent art pieces
on campus, but three of them in
particular warrant a visit by each
and every Seatde U student.
"Shipbreaking #30," a picture
by renowned Canadian photographer and documentarian Edward
Burtynsky, hangs under the staircase on thefirst floor ofthe Student
Center, directly across from the
Leroux Conference room. Part of
a longer series of the same name,
"Shipbreaking #30" depicts what
the artist calls "the dilemma ofour
modern existence"—a contradiction between attempts at sustainabilityin the recycling of the ship
into useable metaland destruction
ofthe natural landscape on which
we depend for survival. Burtynsky s
other works feature automobiles
compacted into cubes, vast niles
of discarded tires, and,
more recently, the
Page
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Rise in applications means higher admissions selectivity
Katie Farden

Senior Staff Writer
A colorful array ofmagazines laid
out on end tables in the Admissions

Office provide visitors with a wide
selection of reading material. The
Admissions staff, however, will have
little time for leisure reading over
the next few months.
Instead, Admissions counselors
will continue to spend their days
scrutinizing a" record number of
prospective student applications.
Jim White, associate provost
for enrollment management, said
the office expects to see approximately 500 more new freshmen
applications than Seatde U received
last year.
Michael McKeon, dean of
Admissions, said the number of
students applying to Seattle U has
increased consistently for more
than a decade.
He said applications have gone
up about 150 percent over the last
14 years. McKeon also said Early
Action applications and Sullivan
Scholar Applications were up from
last year.
White said Seattle U hopes
to enroll a freshmen class of 825
students, although they will offer
admission to approximately 3,000
to 3,200 students.
"It's a realistic goal," said
White, noting that students are
often accepted by more than
one university.
In 2008, Seattle U offered admission to 3,266 new freshmen
students, 888 of whom enrolled.
McKeon said the university's enrollment numbers might demonstrate that Seattle U is developing
into a more selective institution.
"If our applications increase or
stay the same in years to come,"
he said, "we probably will admit a smaller percentage of those

who apply."
White said it was too early to
McKeon also said Seattle U determine whether or not UW's demight be lowering its acceptance cision would significantly impact
rates in years to come due to a
the number of transfer students
shrinking pool of qualified appliapplying to Seattle U.
cants across the country.
White -also said given the eco"K-12 school systems have been nomic hardship the nation is curstarved for resources for quite some rently experiencing, paying for
time," he said. "So there is an incollege will be one challenge both
crease right now in the number of transfer students and new freshmen
people graduatinghigh school who will face in the fall of 2009.
will not be adequately prepared
"I suspect we will see more stufor college."
dents apply for financial aid in the
fall than in years past and that will
stretch the budget," he said.
We probably will admit
Carol Cochran, the assistant
dean oflaw school admissions, said
a smaller percentage
the nationwide recession might decrease the number of students conof those who apply.
sidering post-graduate education.
"It used to be that when there
Michael McKeon was a downturn in the economy, we
Dean of Admissions could expect an increase in applications," Cochran said. "But education is so very expensive right now
added,
however,
that
these
that people are reluctant to spend
He
trends are likely to impact many the extra money on school if they
colleges across the nation.
already have jobs."
don't
think
Seattle
"I
it will affect
Many undergraduates are leavthan
other
U any more
college ing their universities already heavy
any
he
said.
in debt, Cochran said.
or university,"
. White said the number oftransWhite said Seattle U is dedicatfer students applying to Seattle ed to providing accepted students
University for fall quarter 2009 has with financial aid.
increased slightly from the number
"The university is making a
of students who applied by this strong commitment to giving aide.
time last year.
I think it will be a high priority in
He added that Seattle U does the budget process," White said.
not expect to encounter the
McKeon and White both feel
same challenges the University of Seattle U will continue to uphold
Washington has recently faced. a commitment to diversity in makUW announced last week that ing enrollment decisions.
due to budget shortfalls, they will
"Seattle University recognized
the importance of diversity before
not admit any transfer students
this spring.
it became in-vogue," McKeon said.
"We don't have the same capac"We established market share with
ity constraints they do," White diverse groups before other institusaid. "The capacity challenges we tions did."
White added the university
see are more at the freshmen and
sophomore level, but not in upper hopes to increase enrollment of
division programs."
international students in years

to

come.

University Provost Isaiah
Crawford said he was confident in the enrollment decisions
Admissions is making to select
the freshmen class enrolling
in 2009.
"The caliber of the students at

Lucky for you

We've gone digital

Cody Shepherd

Staff Writer
As the public looks toward going back to college during the recession, will there be enough seats
for everyone?
Legislators in Olympia have

currendy begun debating a budget
proposal that would cut the general
state fund for higher education by
13 percent. Although this figure
will not be set until April, pressure
on Governor Christine Gregoire
to tighten Washington's spending amid the economic downturn
is sure to bring a cut that affects
the way Washington state thinks
about college.

Transfer students

and freshmen may
be more likely to
look to Seattle U.
Immediate effects ofthe proposal s passage would include reduced
enrollment goals and cuts in temporary faculty at public universities,
which would in turn create larger
class sizes and fewer educational
resources for students.
Randy Hodgins, director of
UW, told the
Times
Seattle
earlier this week the
University ofWashington would
be forced to abandon plans of
enrollment expansion in Tacoma
and Bothell.

Gregoire's

blog.su-spectator.comAvww.su-spectator.com

current

proposal

also allows public universities to
increase tuition by as much as 7
percent. And while this is a figure
they are likely to match in order to
offer lowerfunding from the state,
the same kind of increase might
not be something to expect from
Seattle University.
"I would imagine Seattle Us
increase in tuition would be much
more

Check out our blog and
weekly video updates

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

Grants affect enrollment

state relations at the

Want more than print?

Seattle University has been, and
continues to be, quite strong," he
said. "We look to continue our efforts to bring the best and brightest
young people to our campus."

modest," said Jim White,

associate provost for Enrollment
Management. "This university has
always been very, very concerned
about affordability."
Seattle Us tuition will likely
increase 3 to 4 percent for the next
academic year, according to Ron
Smith, vice president for finance
and business affairs. That amounts
to an $847 to $1,130 increase.
Public universities could be
allowed a relatively large tuition

increase as a way to offset the
proposed cuts. For the UW, an
increase in tuition by the full 7
percent would curtail its effective
budget reduction to only about
3.5 percent, according to William
Zumeta, professor ofpublic affairs
and education at UW.
Zumeta estimates that only
about half ofthe cost of educating
a student comes from the tuition
the student pays, while much of
the rest is supplied by a dwindling
state budget.
"Public universities feel like
they don't have the money to enroll
more students," Zumeta said.
Cuts in state education budgets do not have as direct an impact on private schools like Seatde
University, who rely much more
on tuition, endowments, gift

income and federal support for

their budgets.
According to White, the states
proposed budget could create increased interest in private institutions such as Seatde U. When public schools offer limited space, he
said, people have fewer options in
where they go to school. And with
increased class sizes at public universities in the state, transfer students and freshmen may be more
likely to look to Seatde U.
"When a recession occurs,"
White said, "people always go
back to school. Lots of people will
be looking at Seattle University,
particularly older students who
want to return, either for undergraduate completion or for a
graduate program."
Zumeta looks at the situation
a
in different way. He points out
that public institutions, particularly
community colleges, would still be
cheaper than private schools, which
makes them the more sensible
choice during recession. Because
the economic downturn persuades
potential students to stay closer to
home, they might be even more
likely to direct their interest to
the closest and cheapest options,
he said.
Seatde U has not announced any
plans to reduce its enrollment goals
in the coming years. Estimations
how state schools are likely to
be effected will continue to shift
as the state Senate and House of
Representatives draw up their own
budget proposals and come to a
on

consensus in April.

Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seattleu.edu
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Large developers threaten Capitol Hill businesses

The Spectator

Adam Kollgaard

Capitol Hill Community Council organized a forum to discuss recent real estate purchases with SRM development. The developers did not show up at the meeting.
Derron Yuhara

Staff Writer
The familiarity of the unique
shops and cafes of Broadway
may

soon

disappear on the block

between John and Thomas Street.
SRM Development, a real estate and construction company
with a history of large-scale housing projects on the West Coast,
recently acquired the property of

Cafe Septieme, a Bohemian coffee

Broadway.
SRM Development already

restaurant on

the Bank of America propcurrently trying
acquire properties between the

owns

erty there and is
to

Not ready

forthe LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
nine-week
course features
Our
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
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Sandy HayesJ.Q and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915

bank and the cafe in order to build
condominiums and apartments.
Businesses between Cafe
Septieme and the Bank ofAmerica
branch include Pho 900, Noah's
Bagels, and Bello's Salon and Spa.
"Because SRM has voiced the
desire to expand, I am concerned
they will completely over-develop
with six-story condominiums and
soon there will be nothing left
of the Broadway we know," said
Dennis Saxman, a Capitol Hill
Community Council member
working on land-use and neighborhood planning projects.

There needs to be

with the current tenants and their
financial agreements in the buildings," said Justin Carder of the
Capitol Hill Community Council
at last weeks meeting.
Business owners have not yet expressed any major concerns about
the project or the future impact it

will have on their properties.
"There needs to be more protection in the community for small
business as well as keeping the
people informed about projects
like this," Saxman said.
Carder shared similar concerns about the presence of a

large developer.
"Developers will develop

to

capacity in order to
make the most profit off of real
estate," Carder said.
more protection in
In addition to the SRM
the community for
Development project, Sound
Public Transit Light Rail has
small business.
planned to establish a new station
on Broadway near Cal Anderson
Dennis Saxman Park. Developments like thisCommunity Council seemed to be more welcomed by
the community than projects similar to SRM's, judging by the reacSRM Development is planning tion of community members at last
on developing without any obstrucweek's meeting.
tion from community members
In addition to the expected takeand is in the process of negotiating over of the businesses between Cafe
with the current tenants of neighSeptieme and Bank of America,
the Broadway farmers' market has
boring buildings.
SRM representatives were traditionally been located in the
scheduled to attend the Capitol parking lot behind those buildings.
With the development of close to
Hill Community Council meetbut
un200 new residential units, the marpostponed
ing Jan. 22
due
ket
would have to look for a spot
til a later date,
to tenant
elsewhere.
resolution conflicts.
"The [SRM] developers only
Although community members
come to meet with the community
at last week's meeting discussed the
said.
market's location as an additional
to pacify everyone," Saxman
There is no timeline for the problem of the development, the
project, and SRM has noted that farmers' market will most likely be
the property is a long-term investmoved to a neighboring street and
that
take
at
possibly expand in size.
will
ment project
shape
"Review of the design [of SRM's
later
date.
a
how
far
have
not
decided
They
project] is in process," said Saxman.
south it will go, and the specif"Huge buildings are not usually
have
also
wanted
in the community."
the
to
project
yet
ics of
be finalized.
"SRM Development is curDerron can be reached at
rently in the process ofnegotiating yuharad@seattleu.edu
maximum
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Princeton takes building 'green'
literally by adding grass roofs

Adults invade Facebook

Leah Samaha
The Daily Princetonian

Elizabeth Dold

Courtesy of UWire

Staff Writer
Adults over the age of 25
have been gradually infiltrating
Facebook, the online network
originally intended for college
students, ever since it opened
its doors to users of all ages in
September 2007.
As of now, those aged 25 years
and older represent the fastest
growing demographic. According
to PCMike, an online source for
technology news, users over 30 are
growing at a rate of2oo percent per
year, and as of this last December
there were 2.5 million users over
the age of 60. The response to this

development has been varied.
"Ah, God, get off! It just
shouldn't be done," said Alex
Bennion, freshmen pre-major,
whose view summarizes a popular
reaction.
There are a high number
of groups targeted specifically
against the presence of older
people on Facebook. One group
titled "For the love of God—don't
let parents join Facebook" has
7,019 members.
Certain adults on Facebook
acknowledge the age difference by
joining groups like "People who are
too old for Facebook." Others defy
it, joining groups such as, "The
over 30 crowd is NOTTOO OLD
to be on Facebook!" or "Over 40
Rules over Facebook."
The age groups continue up
through users over 70. The group
"The Over 70s" has 19 members,

and the description begins: "For
the creative, aware, exciting people
who were born before World War
II and can fumble their way over a
computer keyboard!"

My daughter's
response was,

'Really, Mom? Really?
Arland Dorais
Mother

be friends with me, and I got very
different reactions," Phillips said.
"One said yes, and then encouraged all of his friends to become
my friend. Another one ofmy kids
said no way, and the third one just
ignored me."

If my parents

requested my
friendship, I'd

deny them.

sustainability efforts.
The roofs, made ofsoil and veg-

Adam Strizich

Freshman
Arland Dorais, the motha student from Western
Washington University, created her
account to keep in touch with an
old friend.
"My daughters response was,
'Really, Mom? Really?' In fact, she
told me at one point I couldn't
get one, kind of like forbidding
er of

her mother to get a Facebook,"
Dorais said.
Dorais has re-connected with a
lot of old friends from high school
via Facebook.
"I found my graduation
video, which was really a hoot.
You could call it mullets galore,"
Dorais said.
Some students feel more neutral about the adult presence, including freshmen finance major
Billy Tsang, who said he doesn't
personally have a problem with
older people on Facebook, as long
as they dont contact him.
Adam Strizich, freshmen biology major, pointed out that
anyone has the power to deny a
friendship request.
"If my parents requested
my friendship, I'd deny them,"
Strizich said.
Aside from that, Strizich has
no aversion to older people on
Facebook. "The fact that I can
connect with older people on
a different level is kinda cool,"

she added.
Strizich wasn't the only one to
embrace the new demographic.
"Old people wanna have
friends too;_they don't want to just
sit around. I wanna have friends;
they wanna have friends; everyone
wants to have friends," said Dylan
Reetz, freshmen international
studies and philosophy major.
"And that's what Facebook is—it's
a social network. I love old people
on Facebook."
The greatest concern of college
students is what their parents will
find out about their social activities.
Phillips said he has seen things on
his son's friends' profiles they probably wouldn't have wanted him to
see, and once he even suggested to
the kid that he clean it up.

The benefit of a
green roof is that it

retains rainwater.
Jon Hlafter
University Architect

Green roofs have already bepopular in cities because they
can also help combat the urban

etation, come as part of sustainability goals outlined in the university's

come

10-year Campus Plan. Princeton's
Sustainability Plan, released in
February, pledges to reduce carbon
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.
Butler's green roofs will
mainly serve to decrease storm

heat island effect—that's the tendency of cities to be warmer than
surrounding areas because of land

water runoff.

"The benefit of a green roof is
that it retains rainwater," former
University Architect Jon Hlafter
said during a discussion of Butler
construction in April. "Because water is retained in the plants, it takes
a lot longer for that water to get to
Lake Carnegie."
In addition to the water absorbed by the rooftop soil, some of
the excess water that runs off the
roof will be collected and reused
to sustain the surrounding landscaping, according to a Facilities
Department web site about the
Butler project.
Butler's roofs will also offer the
buildings better insulation and increase interior temperature stability,

su

modification and greater energy
usage. Unlike most building materials, the green roofs' vegetation
absorbs the sun's radiation and captures carbon dioxide, thus reducing
the warming effect.

Princeton pledges

to reduce carbon
emissions with their

sustainability plan.
The greenroofs will also be used
for research purposes.
By installing a water-collecting
instrument and sensors to measure the heat flux, soil moisture
and temperature, the Princeton

night

As enthusiastic as these older
populations are, some younger users-are less than welcoming. The
largest concern revolves around
parents and professors.
"I think what we do outside
of school is our business, and
staff members shouldn't worry or
bother us. Its an invasion of student privacy," said Ashley TharpBloxom, sophomore creative writing major.
Most adults however, use
Facebook to contact friends their
own age, rather than to regulate
youth behavior. Joseph Phillips,
dean of the Albers School of
Business and Economics, uses his
account to keep in touch with former students, old colleagues, longlost friends and family.
"I requested my three kids to

When the first crop of students
moves into the renovated Butler
College at Princeton University
next fall, they might be surprised
to discover a prairie-grass landscape
atop their new building.
These "green" roofs may replace the waffle ceilings of yore as
Butler's defining feature, but they
are not simply for show. Rather,
they will play both an environmental and educationalrole as part
of Princeton University's ongoing

which will lead to a reduced need for
heating during the winter months,
according to the university's Web
site. Half of the new Butler dorms
will be have green roofs, while the
other half will have white ballasted
roofs, the site states. •

Elizabeth can be reached
dolde@seattleu.edu

Environmental Institute, working with a grant from the High
Meadows Foundation, plans to
collect data on "how efficiently the
green roof is reducing heat being
held by the building and how efficiently it is absorbing and using

water," explained Stephanie Hill,
a member of Greening Princeton
and

an

environmental studies

certificate candidate.
This past summer, Hill and
other students participating in the
Environmental Institute-sponsored
Summer Undergraduate Research
Training Program found that Lake
Carnegie has high nitrate and phosphate levels, the two key factors
in algae growth. Through a combination of research on Butler's
green roofs and research on Lake
Carnegie, PEI aims to improve
ecological balance and water quality on campus and in the surrounding area.
Students will also have the
chance to monitor the green roofs
this spring through ENV 340:
Environmental Challenges and
Sustainable Solutions. This course
will be taught by Eileen Zerba the
institute's undergraduate lab director, and will focus "on environmental challenges and sustainable solutions related to interrelationships
between constructed and natural
processes," including the advantages of green roofs, according to
the course catalogue.
Ultimately, the new Butler
dorms provide a unique opportunity to educate Princeton students
in environmental issues at the same
time as they contribute to the uni-

versity's sustainability initiatives.
And, with any luck, they can also
help provide solutions to pressing
environmental concerns.

dsfdsfdsf
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New professor explores the physics of music

The Spectator

Garrett Mukai

Visiting professor and expert on Newtonian mechanics, William Krivan demonstrates the usage of an analog synthesizer to study sound waves from his guitar.

If music plays in the forest and
nobody hears it, could you still represent the sound graphically? By the
end of the upcoming spring quarter,
WilliamKrivan's students may be able
to answer that question.

Krivan, a visiting professor at
Seattle U, will offer a new course next
quarter called The Fundamentals of
Musical Acoustics, or PHYS 293,
to satisfy the CORE lab science requirement. The course will teach the
physics of sound in a manner specially
suited for musicians. Students will be
encouraged to bring instruments to

class and play them as they explore
a quantitative understanding of the
music they create.
Krivan intends to take a playful approach to understanding science. He says the amount of music
actually played in class will depend
mostly on student interest and enthusiasm, and he intends to treat

|B

:
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graphical representations of sound
work, without the ear," Krivan said.
Krivan was born in Slovakia, and he
wrote his doctoral thesis on computationalrelativity. He then relocated for
post-doctorate research in black hole
physics before moving again in 2005
to teach at Seattle U. He has taught
resulting wave representation to at the University of Utah as well as
the University of Texas-Brownsville,
point out the constitutive tones in a
where he first taught courses on the
particular note.
physics of music.
"[U ofTexas-Brownsville needed]
one
This is
of the
someone who was not only proficient,
but also passionate about both music
fun
and science," Krivan said. "Someone
most
courses
whocould understand the excitement
I've taught.
ofmusic."
More recently, Krivan taught
William Krivan both intro and advanced classes on
Adjunct Professor Newtonian mechanics at Seattle U,
although spring quarter will be his last
at the university. He has also become
the head of bioinformatics at Protein
The "fundamental frequency,"
identified visually as the largest spike Advances, Inc., a Seattle-based
in line representing the sound speccompany involved in proprietary
trum, determines the note, while the
gene predictions in human DNA.
lesser spikes—harmonics and partial Krivan's job at Protein Advances
overtones —affects the richness of aims at a better understanding of
its sound. Having a real-time visual
the function of human genes from a
model of sound clarifies the differ- computational perspective.
ences between various tones of the
same note that one usually intuits
but cannot rationalize. Krivan said Krivan is someone
his explanations are aimed toward
who understands
deciphering cryptic, technical-sounding words like "amplitude," "hertz"
the excitement of
and "waveform."
"You often hear this when you buy
amplifiers," Krivan said. '"Hey, buy music and science.
this amp. It's really cool; it has a lot of
harmonics.' That's exactly what we're
Much of Krivan's work as a redoing here, except phrased in more
search scientist at Protein Advances
geeky language."
has been as a teacher, interpreting
The course draws on Krivan's background in computers to give students huge amounts of data for other biologists without the same kind of
a concrete base for their understandbackground in mathematics.
ing of music.
Krivan said he has passion for talkIn addition to covering analog,
or physical acoustics, the course also
ing with those in other disciplines and
addresses concepts in modern digital incorporating them in his own, something he brings to PHYS 293.
music technology, such as the stan"This is one of the most fun coursdard length of audio CDs, and the
techniques for data reduction used es I've taught," Krivan said.
the scientific aspects of sound in an
approachable way.
In a brief demonstration of some
of the course content, Krivan connected a Korg analog synthesizer, a
machine which can generate sound
electronically, to a piece of software on his computer. He used the

i

Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer

I
[

by MP3s.
"The intention is to show how
the interactions between math and

Cody can be reached at
shepar2@seattleu.edu
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Liquor lines, bar crowds stay steady

I I

Thompson believes it
will be the more highend restaurants that
feel the effects of an
economic recession, not bars like
his. According to liquor laws and
licensing, Bleu Bistro is technically
a restaurant, but Thompson said
about 40 percent of their revenue
comes from alcohol.
"People are always down for
cheap booze; when times are good
or when they're saturated and will
drink more," Thompson said.
Cover

Seattle U law professors
document stories of
Rwanda Tribunal

Seattle University Law School
professor John McKay and other Seattle U and University of
Washington professors have spearheaded a research program investigating the United Nation's War
Crimes Rwanda tribunal. Last
Tuesday night at the University of

Washington, they presented their
video footage, which included
interviews with interpreters and
lawyers working on the tribunal.
Rob Slye, a Seattle U law professor who has previously worked on
reconciliation processes in South
Africa and the former Yugoslavia,
said the video was made public not
only to educate students but also
with the goal of someday sharing
these stories with the people of

Rwanda.
The tribunal has been ongoing
since the height of the violence
in 1994. The Rwanda tribunal,
unlike the International Crime
Court, works in a three-tiered
system, with cases at the interna*
tional, domestic and community
level. Syle noted that institutions
such as the ICC are vital when
governments overlook domestic
crimes, but said it must defer to
local governments when possible.
'"The fact that a number of people have been prosecuted, convicted and acquitted shows that there
has been an even-handed justice,"

said Slye.

John McKay, the former U.S.
released in a series of
questionable firings by previous
U.S. Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales, has taught rape-asgenocide classes at Seattle U. The
issue of rape against women has
been a one of particular concern
for tribunal lawyers and documented of the genocide.
Slye said the organizers ofthe
tribunal learned from previous
ones in South Africa and the former Yugoslavia the importance of
having psychological help on hand
for the translators and the lawyers
listening to stories of atrocity.
The researchers are translating the interviews into English,
French and the local language of
Kinyarwanda so that generations
can bear witness to the violence.
attorney

Rick Steves returns
to campus to
encourage travel
Travel guru and Edmonds
returning
to Seattle University for another
visit, this time discussing the issue
of travel as a political act. Steves
will speak on Friday in Pigott
Auditorium from 12 p.m. to 1:30
p.m.
Last year, Steves talked to a
full crowd about how to avoid
being a tourist by engaging with
local cultures when traveling. He
has spent 25 years traveling the
world, developing his traveladvice
on how to see the world at a low
cost and hosts his own PBS show.
native Rick Steves is

He has recently returnedfrom Iran
and for many, stands as a marker
of how travel and the world has
changed in recent years.
In conjunction with Steves'
visit, Seattle U Study Abroad
will be hosting their annual education abroad fair Thursday in
Pigott Auditorium from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. to encourage students
to pack their bags and see what
Steves is talking about.
New post-graduate
program will fund social
justiceprojects

My drinking

Last week the Seattle U Law
School launched a new postgraduate fellowship for gradu-

changed, not in

who wish to work for social
justice. The selected graduate will
serve underrepresented populations of the community, working
closely with a local organization.
The fellow will create a specific
project to advocate the needs of
that population.
Administrators'at the Law
School say the program will give
those interested in serving those
overlooked by the legal system
a chance to become actively involved. Additionally, the purpose

habits haven't

the slightest.

ates

ofthe fellowship embodies Seattle
Us mission of creating a just and

humane world.
"We encourage all our students
work for justice," said Kellye
Testy, dean of the Law School,
in an interview last week. "This
fellowship is a guarantee that the
law school will help graduates
committed to this important but
under-funded area of law."
The year-long fellowship includes a $40,000 salary. Interested
graduates must turn an application
in by 4:00 p.m. March 9. The accepted fellow will be notified by
May 1.
to

International Week to
conclude with 32nd
annual dinner
After a week of programs and
events highlighting cultures from
around the world, the International
Student & Scholars Center's
International Week will conclude
with its 32nd annual International
Dinner. Hie dinner will include
ethnic cuisine from and cultural
entertainment. Tickets, available
at the ISSC office and CAC desk,
are $10 for general admission and
$8 for students.
International week kicked
off Monday with a "Parade of
Nations" in which students and
staff, some wearing traditional
cultural clothing, followed a Lion
Dance troupe fromXavier Hall to
the Student Center. The parade
also served as a celebration ofthe
Chinese New Year. Art exhibits,
panel discussions, a poetry reading
and the annual Interfaith Prayer
for Peace were among the other
events coordinated

by the ISSC.

Questions, comments and
news tips can be sent to
newstips@seattleu.edu

Jeff Morrison

Seattle U Alumn

Petra, a bartender at Redwood
who declined to give her full
name, said she isn't worried
about business right now. She has
worked at Redwood, located on
E. Howell and Summit, for three
years and said that winter is their
busiest time.
"During summers when people
want to be outside, that's our hard
time," Petra said.
One trend that bartenders at
Cha Cha, Bleu Bistro andRedwood
noticed was that some customers
had switched from top shelf to well
drinks. Warnick said sometimes the
tips are a little smaller, too.
Local liquor stores have also noticed a drop in top-shelfpurchases.
But Friday night, the small state
run liquor store on 12th Avenue
and Pine was crowded with about
15 people.
When asked about the recession,
Jennifer Nahcheri, an employee at
the store motioned to the crowd.
"Well, take a look at my line. All
of my regular alcoholics are still in

here," she said.
Mary Hansen, the store manager believes it is a recession

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

Students may be paying the price for cheap beer with hangovers.
even before the economic crisis.
"My drinking habits haven't
changed, not in the slightest,"
said Morrison.

Well, take a look
at my line. All of my

regular alcoholics

are still here.

But Seals notes the quality of
alcohol is extremely important,
despite the cost, and she has not
switched to cheaper brands to
save money.
"The cheap stuffgives you hangovers," said Seals.
She also offered a few tips for
those looking to save money on
alcohol. Seals recommends going
to a casino because their drinks are
often much cheaper, even for top

shelf. She also said

Jennifer Nahcheri

proof industry.
"People still buy," Hansen said.
"It's all cyclical. It'll be tequila one

Liquor Store Worker

week and vodka the next."
It appears the recession has
not had much of an effect on the
drinking habits of students or other
young adults either.
Jeff Morrison, a 22-year-old
Seattle U alumus, said he has always
tried to save money on alcohol,

Senior journalism student
Shonda Seals said she cut down on
the number of times she goes out.
She now goes out with her friends
every other week.
"I either buy my alcohol from
the liquor store, or I go to Happy
Hour," Seals said.

to

buy alcohol

from a liquor store and to drink
before going out and then to only
order one drink.
Warwick said despite the economy, people have gotten used to
going out for drinks regularly and
take it for granted.

"It's hard

out

there man,"

said Warwick. "Thank God
for alcohol."

Taylor can«be reached at
olsont@seattfeu.edu
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ASSU dispells budget worries, works on new goals
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer

ASSU underused its budget by
$20,000 two years ago. The excess
money rolled over into its bud-

The Associated Students of
Seattle University has experienced
many challenges lately, including
the adjustment of a new faculty
adviser, concerns over club appropriations and tensions over possible
change to the quarter system.
While not even halfway through
the school year, some are worried
ASSU will run out of funding, especially for club appropriations.
The Vice President for finance
Emmanuelle Escandar denied
this, adding that only half of
ASSU's annual $65,000 budget has
been exhausted.

We are looking
forward to using

all of our money
this year [...]
Emmanuelle Escandar

ASSU Vice President
"We have a lot more requests for
funds coming in this quarter than
last quarter," said Escandar, a senior
humanities major. "We are looking
forward to using all of our money
this year since the number ofclubs
has been steadily increasing."

get last year, creating a surplus of
funds. According to Escandar, that
was due to a much smaller number
of student clubs and less requested

funding.
As student clubs have begun to grow in number, ASSU's
budget has become more and
more taxed.
Renata Opoczynski, ASSU's
new faculty adviser, said ASSU's
budget has not changed in over
three years.
"We have not cut our club
appropriations funding at all. In
fact, we have increased our club
appropriations funding this year,"
said Opoczynski. "We might get
to a point toward the end of the
year where some clubs might not
get all the money they want, but
that is only natural as our funding begins to run out at the end of
every year."
Opoczynski, former faculty
adviser to SEAC, took the job of
ASSU faculty adviser when Jeff
Woods, the former ASSU adviser, accepted a position at the
University of California, Berkeley
last quarter.
Some worried Woods' departure
would adversely affect the operation of ASSU.
"It was a harmless transition
because we were given a lot of
notice that Jeff was leaving," said

Escandar. "It was simply a matter
of transitioning Renata in."
Regarding the lawsuit against
President Stephen'Sundborg, S.J.
ASSU as a whole has not taken any
official stance and declined to comment. Opoczynski, primary ASSU
adviser, has refused to comment on
the matter.

[...]

some clubs might

not get all the money
they want, but that

is only natural

[...]

Renata Opocyznski
ASSU Advisor

Kai Smith, executive ASSU president, has stated that, even though
this lawsuit has affected the ASSU
personally, they continue to focus
on everyday issues that plague the
student body, just as always.
ASSU has also been dealing with
a school-wide debate regarding the
possible adoption of the semester
system. It will submit a survey to
the entire student body in the near

future

in

order to gather opinions

on the subject.
They will also discuss with the

Academic Assembly, an organization of faculty on campus, in
order to gather the opinions of
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SEAC Coffeehouse presents Seattle's rock and roll string bond and the city's
foremost purveyors of "face-mellingacousticriffage". Enjoy!

energy projects
campus. Using
the money saved on energy costs,
this loan would be replenished and
further eco-energy projects would
be supported. Once the money is
secured, ASSU would put approximately $30,000 of seed money into
the loan.
"We're working with the
school's Committee for Responsible
Investment, which looks at whether
every investment the school makes,
including environmental investments, are responsible and sound,"
Opoczynski said. "We at ASSU
simply want to get out more to the
students, hearing their thoughts
and advocating to their needs."

Bryson Nitta

Columnist
It is rare these days to find a rational person who believes strongly that the planet is in great shape.
The majority of us have come to
realize the world is getting hotter, more polluted and definitely
more dangerous.
However, change hasn't come
as quickly as its needed. America
still doesn't have a plan to move
to green energy and sustainable
business. We still emit the most
carbon dioxide in the world.
So what will it take to get us
on the right track?

IBM m^QSSBSSSSSSIHI
when you thought it was safe to get back in the water, SEAC presents this
c 'assic thriller. Free bites and prizes!

fseac's musical contest of epic proportions!

ROYALE

problem. It's a sense
of how we approach

the environment.
Campus Ministry

A noted world travelerand social activist, Rkk Steves brings his knowledge
to the Seattle U. campus for a dose of lunch time enlightenment.

Wii is the hottest thing since sliced breed exited the toaster. Show off your skills
°"d win some cool prizes!

8 ban( ls go into the R' ,n9 f R t,? 0n| Y on wi" leave 05 Champion of
Campion (Ballroom). Enter Bottle Royale, SEAC's annual Battle of the Bands.
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Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

Looking globally to solve
the ecological crisis

Sean Bray

K231

fund sustainable

in this

"Our ideal viewpoint is to gather
the opinions of the faculty on this
issue at the same rate that we gather
the opinions of the student body,"
Opoczynski said. "Admittedly, it's
a very long process."
Regardless of which way the
debate will turn, various ASSU
members have said the decision
will take years to finalize. Even if
the administration does decide to
adopt the semester system, it would
potentially take several more years
before the actual transition would
be conducted.
Despite these concerns, ASSU
has one significant project that they
hope to begin by year's end. Its plan
is to establish what's called a "revolving loan."
The goal is to use the money

I think it's a lifestyle

4SE3S99HI

loan

faculty members.

The answer, of course, is
complex. It can't easily be answered in a single article, probably not even in an entire book.
But it is a question that must
be discussed, analyzed and

ultimately, answered.
The responses from Seattle U

professors and students about the
answer to this question were each

unique, bringing something interesting into the debate.

Michelle Dußois, a biology
professor, said the global population must act as a community because the environmental
crisis is going to be a problem
very soon.

Other professors agreed.
••Though Dußois took a more
global outlook, Sean Bray of
Campus Ministry focused his
answer more
can do.

on

what Americans

"I think its a lifestyle problem," he said. "It's a sense ofhow
we approach the environment,
that we think the environment is
ours for reaping."
He pointed out that some industries have made steps.
"But until we can find a way
to live as stewards of the earth and
not as consumers, we'll continue
to have a serious environmental
problem," Dußois added.
For others, however, the solution to the problem seemed a
bit less psychological and more
social. The solution according
to Danielle Guyer, a sophomore pre-major, is to work with

American society.
"You have to make it [the solution] a trend," she said. "That's
how so many of the ideas we have
as a society take hold."
It's pretty clear that all of these
people would agree that each of
their points is true in its own way.
American citizens must act globally, look at their consumption
and make sustainability accessible
to everyone.
However, it was Evan Loeb,
a junior philosophy major, who
pointed out that the problem may
go even deeper than community
and society.
"The ecosystem is a macrocosm of the human soul," he
said simply. "The basis of the
human soul at this time is greed
and consumption. If we get our
souls straight, the environment
will improve."
In reality, the answers given
by these folks may actually raise
more questions, more problems
that, in turn, will demand more
solutions. But it is clear that
people are thinking about the
big questions, and if each person is able to answer that question for themselves, we will be
a

big

step

closer toward healing

the planet.

Bryson can be reached at
nittab@eattleu.edu
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public
safety

reports

Alcohol & Paraphernalia
January 22, 8:45 p.m.

Housing and Residence Life requested Public Safetyassistance
checking aroom emitting smoke
and found the occupants with
a glass pipe, possibly used to
smoke marijuana, and two beers
in the under age room.

Campus Voice: How have your spending
habits changed with the current economic
condition, if at all?
"I've definitely stopped eating out at
restaurants a lot and tried to utilize
the meal plan I have here. I've found
different options for fun activities such
as going to a park."

Medical Assistance
January 23,11 a.m.
Public Safety and Seattle Fire
Department responded to a
woman student who was reported passed out with a fever,
in the residence hall rest room.
SFD transported the student to a
local area hospital. Housing and
Residence Life was notified.

"I don't think that my personal spending
habits have changed because I
don't have great responsibilities like a
mortgage or car payments, but it has
definitely brought awareness for the
need to save money."

Daniel Guyer
Sophomore, Pre-major

Public Safety responded to a report of a very intoxicated woman
student falling. Public Safety
and Seattle Fire Department
evaluated the student who was
transported to a local hospital
for follow-up care. Housing and
Residence Life also went to the
hospital.

Hit & Run
January 23,1:15 p.m.

Alberto Jimenez
Senior, Photography major

Interviews and photos by Alex LaCasse
and Garrett Mukai

Public Safety responded to a student's report of a hit & run.
After parking two hours, the
student found someone had hit
his car and drove off leaving it
dented.

Medical Assistance
January 23, 6:30 p.m.

Safety Assist
January 24,12:35 p.m.
Public Safety received a complaint
some one had hung a meeting
banner from the bridge, which
is not allowed by code. Public
Safety removed the banner.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at vww.su-spectator.cofTi
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Jen Sandoval
Junior, Nursing major

Blogs: No sex in 'Twilight,' Facebook's broke
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor

Katie Farden

Senior Staff Writer

Been locked out of your
Facebook account recently? You're
definitely not alone if you have.
Facebook users have been experiencing various problems with the
much-beloved social networking
Web site. Seattle U students and
other blogs are reporting being
locked out of their account due
to "site maintenance," bugs where
links on the site just aren't clickable,
problems with Facebook Chat and
general slow speeds.
"Facebook is turning into
MySpace," junior Sociology major
Steve Allen said. "It's slow, buggy,
and I can't get on my account
ever.
Speculation has linked these
problems to increase load due to
Facebook's popularity, problems
with the "new" version of the site
and just general bugs, but the
general public will still be in the
dark until we hear something from
Zuckerberg & Co.
If Facebook wants to stay the
social networking king, it needs to
shape up on some of these problems. The user base Facebook caters to is known for having a short
attention span when it comes to
computer problems, and if they
don't keep up, people will abandon Facebook for something new
as fast as they abandoned MySpace
for Facebook.
»

437981

"Things have definitely been a lot
tighter, I think a lot more about
where I'm going, what I'm doing,
and how I spend my money."

*

Public Safety responded to a
male student who fainted in line in
C-Street. Public Safety gave the
student an escort for follow-up
care to a local area hospital.

591

Max Cole
Sophomore, Finance and
Management major

"I actually stop and think 'Do
I really need that?' before I
purchase it."

Alcohol / Medical
Assistance
January 23,11 a.m.
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Seriously, are you two EVER going to have sex?!
Let me say this much: I tried. I
made my best effort to get into the
vampire vs. werewolf, near necksuckings, face stroking, golden eyes

blazing, Edwards skin-shimmeringin-the-sunlight-of-the-forest-clearing
sort of thing that allegedly makes
Stephanie Meyers "Twilight" such a
diamond in the rough offan-fiction.
But throughout this literary masterpiece, the lack of fornication (or even
frisky petting) between Bella and
Edward really started to peeve me.
And I was patient. I read more than
400 pages.
No sex? Are you serious?
Needless to say, when I finished
"Twilight," Stephanie Meyer answering my question with a clear "heck no,
not 'till marriage!," I was a bit ticked.
I would venture to guess many folks
who enjoy a little raunchy paperback
romance every now and then felt the
same way. Bellas passivity also really
angered me. She was willing to be
with a dude who she knew might kill
her if he "ever got to close?" She was
down to forego a future of healthy
young adult freaking to be in a sexless union with Edward the violent
vampire? I don't care how sparkly his
skin was. She made a bad call.
In fact, she made no call at all.
She did whatever Edward thought
was best, save for one time near the

end of the book when she breaks
with his plan and almost ends up
dead as a result of her own stupidity.
Just as "Twilight" holds zero humping, Bella holds no capacity to make
her own decisions. Her role is to turn
Edward on.
Kudos for seeing this go to
Christine Seifert, a contributor to
Bitch, a feminist publication with a
knack for sniffing out the larger social implications of seemingly innocent mainstream fan-fiction. In her
2008 article "Bite me! (Or Don't),"
Seifert highlights that the abstinence
in this tale, coupled with Bella's passive character in "Twilight," send
a least a couple of strong messages
to a (largely female) teen audience:
First, teenagers don'thave sex, period.
And second, ladies are to be objects
of male sexual desire and they don't
have sexuality to express.
Seifert goes on to to reveal the
ironic (although pretty well-known
by now) consequence that results
from the first of these two messages:
The more you tell people not to have
sex, the more they want to. (e.g: my
gigantic frustration with "Twilight").
Thus with all the tensions brewin' in
the novel, Meyer does not make teens
reading "Twilight" less likely to have
sex.

If anything, she makes them
hornier. Silly me. I thought abstinence proponents

sought

to

quell

teen horniness.

Furthermore, it becomes completely up to Edward—-for he is the

subjective decision-makerin the stokeep both kiddos from doing
it. Their abstinent courtship does not
resemble a joint effort between both
partners in the relationship to remain pure, but his personal struggle
to keep his little vampire in his pants.
We now see "Twilights" third subde
hint to teenage girls: Leave it up to
the your boy to decide when, where
and ifyou do the nasty.
Seifert writes:
"Edward has taken on therole of
protector ofBellas human blood and
chastity, both ofwhich, ironically, are
always in peril when Edward is nearby. Bella is not in control ofher body,
as abstinence proponents would argue; she is absolutely dependent on
Edwards ability to protect her life,
her virginity and her humanity. She
is the object of his virtue, the means
ofhis ability to prove his self-control.
In other words, Bella is a secondary
player in the drama of Edwards abstinence.
This is kind of important right
now. In 2006, the federal government
pumped over $100 million into abstinence-only education programs in
U.S. public schools. Kids are still having sex. (The CDC estimates about
48 percent of high schoolers were
getting down in 2007.) Instead of
making abstinence sexy, we need to
educate youth (girls and boys) about
sex. Both Bellas and the Edwards
need to know they hold equal
power to make responsible
sexual choices.
ry—to
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1. Burgundy grape
6. Riga resident
10. Attitude
14. Love, in Paris
15. Langston Hughes poem
16. Tel
lift?
17
18. Goblet part
19. Dell
20. Son of Jacob
21. Artist who makes illustrations
24. Moderately slow, musically
26. Not disposed to cheat

28. Temporary stop
30. Scoundrel
33. Lame
34. LP speed
37. Rnal Four org.
38. Son of Isaac
39. Harvest '
40. Droop, sink
41. Enthusiastic
42. Bungle
43. Grant portrayer
44. Exclamation of relief
45. Dwarfed tree
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48. Like an orb
52. One who carries out a death
sentence
55.
carte

58. Bestow
57. Winter Sarah
Jewett
58. "As You Like It" forest
60. Yemeni port
61. Speed contest

62. Ridiculous
63. Dweeb

64. Prophet
65. Nostrils

Down
1. White-and-black bearlike mammal
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Rick Steves presents Travelas a Political Act

2. That is to say...
3. Very much
4. Arab instrument

5 Learner
6. Cotton thread used for hosiery
7. Words to Brutus
8. Some digits
9. Dwarf
10. Stately dance
11. Egg-shaped
12. Grain stores
13. Tennis champ Chris
22. Old Ford
23. Cheerful
25. Water, abroad
28. Nervous person, maybey
29. Latin love
30. Hosp. workers
31. South American tuber
•

32. Joke
33. Plum variety
34. Not emp.
35. Lobbying org.
36. Dashboard abbr.
38. Caretakers
39. Architect Mies van der
41. Birthright seller
42. Sheikdom in the Persian Gulf
43. Rise
44. King Kong, e.g.
45. Started
46. Rust, e.g.
47. Not once
48. Facial expression
used by Elvis Presley
49. "M*A*S*H*" name
50. Coeurd'
.Idaho
51. Ways to the pins
53. Dies
54. A single time
59. Genetic messenger
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Fixies. I've met my fair share
of sincere, nice, good-quality
hipsters, and I've met my fair
share of pretentious a**holes.
Some people think their
knowledge of and interest for
obscure art and bikes gives them
the right to look down on others
that may not know as much.
Sam Angell

JHfiAich

Senior Visual Arts

How music, fas

changed Seatl
American Apparel tights in lieu of
pants, rock cowboy boots or lowtop Chuck Taylors regardless ofthe
Matthew Martell
weather or the season, and generEntertainment Editor
ally have hair shorter than their
male counterparts.
In urban neighborhoods across
"[They usually wear] tight
the United States, the word "hip- jeans," says Amber Khoury, sophoster" brings to mind a number of more history major, of hipster fashstereotypes —tight pants, ironic ion. "There are many variants, but
T-shirts, obscure musical interests you'll never see a hipster wearing
and Pabst Blue Ribbon. The group really baggy jeans."
Then again, in another six
ofmetropolitan young adults commonly known as hipsters seem to months the same hipsters might
define themselves by a set of elitist begin roaming the streets in leather
standards ranging from fashion to jackets and monochromatic cords,
music to countercultural aware- the boys clad in Crocs and the girls
ness, but their penchant for non- decked out in vinyl boots. In terms
conformity may trap them in a of fashion, the hipster culture is one
cliquish stereotype just as much as of extreme fluidity; fashions fade in
their individualistic style sets them and out and in again faster than
against the backdrop of the rest of those who conform to the fashion
movement can resell their clothes
society.
Austin Sapp, an employee at to the thrift stores they bought
Seattle hipster hang out Atlas them from to begin with.
"I know a year ago it was all
Clothing, associates the hipster
a
of
about
'80s fashion, like everyone
movement with
kind
hedoto
do
whatever
a
was
nistic tendency
really flashy, the hipster trend
that," Sapp says. "But now it's
wants
an
effort
to
rebel
was
in
person
the
like
system.
low-key, I guess, like dressingagainst
it's
because
"Maybe
people up. Now everybody has pointy
think they can do whatever they shoes, but it's not as flashy as it
want because it's downtown, and used to be."
The Oxford English Dictionary
you don't have to worry about bebe,"
don't
defines
someone
want
to
"hipster" as "one who is
ing
you
of
in
"But
the
end
it
kind
a
hip(or hep-) cat. Hence
'hiff;
Sapp says.
ends up backfiring, almost, because hipsterism is the condition or fact
then you kind of look like a fool of being a hipster. The culture and
sometimes."
term emerged from the jazz and
Most Seattle University stu- blues era of the '40s and '50s, and
dents have probably encountered was perpetuated with the rise of
a hipster in their tenure on campus. musicians like Miles Davis, Herbie
Thanks to the homogeneity ofthe Hancock and John Coltrane.
In the '60s, hipsterism blended
hipster movement, many hipsters
can be picked out of crowds based with the hippy movement, and its
entirely on their daily wardrobe. followers began obsessing over acts
The guys have a tendency to ride like The Beatles, The Beach Boys
around on fixed-gear, or "fixie," and Seattle's own Jimi Hendrix.
However, the movement has
bicycles clad in acid-washed girl
pants, chain-smoking Camel been cyclical, as it was usurped in
Filters and strangling themselves the '70s by the rise of punk rock
in vintage keffiyehs. The girls sport bands like the Sex Pistols, The

Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

Jessica Ishmael

When I think of hipsters, I think
of Indie Music and American
Apparel—dance clothes for nondancers. A lot of hipster people I
know are actually really different
from one another, but they still
remind me of bikes. I guess that's
the one unifying factor.
Tina Rose
JuniorRne Arts
JessicaIshmael

The Spectator

I think I'm hip. I'd like to think the negative connotation:

<

I'm sure some of them do. I think what classifies a hip:
dive bars, smoking cigarettes, being vegetarian, votinc
but I ride a fixed gear. But, I rode it way before it was c
rebelling, ft reminds of the mod '70s, with fancy suits,
Heath Braun

Junior Photo/Creative Writing Major
JessicaIshmael
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Clash and The Ramones. It re- some manufacturers have taken'
emerged in the '80s through the advantage of the renewed intermusic of bands like Sonic Youth est in fixed-gear cycles and have
and The Smiths.
started creating brand new models.
Seattle
the
Ironically, the fixed-gear obsession
Interestingly, in
movement
seems
to
have
in the hipster movement seems to
hipster
from
the
same
seeds
of
be
one that is completely based on
emerged
cultural discontent that birthed looks.
"I think hipsters like 'fixies' begrunge with the rise of Nirvana,
Mudhoney and the rest of their cause they're trying to be tough and
contemporaries. They even share a fashionable," says Annie Gilbert,
common starting point musically, an employee at Velo Bike Shop on
the 'zine turned record label Sub Pine Street. "But they don't really
know what they're getting into. It's
Pop.
The first half-dozen Sub Pop actually harder to ride a fixed-gear
bands all categorized themselves bicycle because they can't coast."
Gilbert also notes that, while
musically as being post-punk, the
implication of which meant that "fixies" are more difficult to ride
punks place in counterculture had they are probably favored by hiprun its course, and it was time to sters because of their easy upkeep.
return to a more tried-and-true
[Fixed Gear Bicycles] are really
method of non-conformity by simple because there's no maintemerging the aggression of punk nance," Gilbert says. "I think that's
music with the technical prowess another thing that attracts hipsters
of older rock.
to them, because they don't really
Hipsters found sanctuary in need to do anything to maintain
Nirvana because it brought post- a fixie."
Hipster culture is all about
punk angst and apathy to the
masses in an easily digestible three- standing out among the crowd
chord formula. Nirvana frontman of conformity, but in aspiring to
Kurt Cobain's suicide in 1994 do so, hipsters seem to categorize
provided his disenfranchised hip- themselves in a distinct manner
ster followers yet another excuse that paradoxically has them conto throw themselves at the mercy forming to self-imposed standards.
ofhedonism and apathy, and since The rapidly changing styles and
then Seatde hipsters seem to have interests of the hipster community
become a niche all but entirely helps keep it from seeming stale or
obsessed with a collective mind- unoriginal, but contrary to its endset of listlessness, intellectual elit- less efforts to stand out among the
ism and especially non-committal crowd, hipsterism more realistically
creates a form of homogeneity of
language.
"Seattle's full of [hipsters]," says its own.
Luke Taylor, a sophomore politi"Chuck Klosterman said that
cal science and international stud- the only people who use the word
ies major. "Throw a rock and you'll 'hipster' are hipsters themselves,"
probably hit one. They are usually Khoury says.
smoking, probably hanging around
Value Village, or getting drunk at Eric can be reached at
the bars."
gordone@seattleu.edu
The hipster culture is also fixated
with "fixies," or fixed-gear bicycles. Matthew can be reached at
These bicycles are often vintage, but martellm@seattleu.edu

Jessica Ishmael

..
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I don't consider myself one. I just think it's like a general term for
anyone who doesn't dress within the norm. Some people start out
trying not to conform but all end up dressing the same anyway.

"

'

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

Hipsters need to grow up. I have a lot of questions for hipsters and a
lot of anger. Nothing makes me happier than watching some hipster
struggling up a big a** hill on a fixed gear bike.
Pat Goodwin (left)
Sophomore Music Major

)ns

that go along don't apply, like stuck-up and jerky, but
ipster is mainly clothing style, Ray-Bans, coffee shops,
ng for Nader and fixed gear bikes. I didn't vote for Nader
3a hipster thing; I was like 13. A lot of it has to do with
comb-overs, and ironic mustaches.

Andy Osborn
Junior Marketing

I'm sick of pea coats. That's all I wanna say.

>,

t

Mike White (center)
Freshmen Music Major
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Examining art in the Emerald City
Three free attractions every Seattle U student should see

Art on campus offers more than ambience
Cover

�

"Recycling yards, mine
tailings, quarries and
refineries are all places

that are outside of our
normal experience, yet we partake
of their output on a daily basis,"
Burtynsky wrote in an artist's
statement.

His artwork manages to explore
these phenomena in all their complications without preaching or

of museums and galleries and placing them in everyday spaces such as
dry cleaners and beaches in order
to

demythologize

artistic

language

and the creative process. "London
Eye" seems superficially to combine
"all that is popular about London,"
according to the Visit London
Media Center. According to Mach
himself, however, his collages have
become "almost apocalyptic."

oversimplifying.
from the Burtynsky
a
is
photo-collage
by Scottish
piece
sculptor and installation artist
David Mach, entitled "London
Eye." Mach's work tends to consist of busts made from match
heads—sometimes lit aflame—or
statues constructed from coat hangers. As an installation artist Mach
has helped to pioneer the de-contextualization of high art: taking
artwork out from the white walls

Just across

it," states Mach on his Web site,
davidmach.com. "A sky may be an
upside down piece ofsea or a closeup of a fleshy thigh, rice becomes

see

sand, the moon becomes muddy
pavement, a figure cheering on a
grand prix race is actually involved
in a violent riot, a snowball fight
starts on the Gaza Strip with people
throwing rocks and so on."

the neck down. Having regained
partial mobility, Close has continued to paint in an altered photorealist method, and his work continues to painstakingly reconstruct
visual images from their constitutive nonsense. The farther one steps
back from "Self-Portrait, 2000,"
the more coherent and accurate

the image becomes. As one comes
up close to the apparently sloppily

painted grid of whorls, however,
the visual trick reveals itself—the
viewer's eye plays as much a part
in the picture as the artist's efforts.
Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seattleu.edu

Mach uses thousands of images
from magazines. His work, at
the very least, emphasizes just how
much manipulation is involved in
the depiction of"reality" by photographic media.
Finally, the self-portrait that
hangs across from C-street on the
Student Center's second floor,
painted by Chuck Close, ought not
to be overlooked. A consummate
photorealist painter during his early
career, Close suffered a stroke in
1988 which paralyzed him from
cut

Mach's work tends
to consist of pieces
crafted from match

heads or coat hangers
"The images I use allow me to be
subversive, not everything is as you

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Chuck Close, bom 1940,is paraplegic. His condition, however, doesn't
prevent him from making elaborate art like "Self Portrait", 2000.

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

British artist David Mach, R.A., born 1956, shows his artistic diversity with "London Eye." A combination
of collaging and drawing, the piece, made in 2002, presents an archetypal image of popular London.

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Canadian artist Edward Burtynsky, bom 1955, created a series of images for the installation "Shipbreaking"
for a 2001 exhibit. "Shipbreaking #30" is now on display at Seattle U thanks to Janet Wright Ketcham.

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

The on-campus Chapel of St. Ignatius doubles as both a place of
worship and a work of art. It was designed by architect Steven Holl.

28, 2009
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Frye breaks classical form with 'The Munich Secession'
Alex LaCasse

Staff Writer
-Upon entering the first gallery at
the Frye Art Museum's newest exhibit, '"Ihe Munich Secession and
America," one's gaze is immediately

directed toward a gritty painting at
the end of the room featuring four
naked men wrestling—a painting
with no shame in depicting the
male form in all of its truth.

Many pieces from 'The
Munich Secession"

are too fragile to
be transported.
"There was a great need for
truthfulness in art," says Jo-Anne
Birnie Danzker, a curator at the
Frye, about the piece. "There was
an aesthetic of ugliness."
"Wrestling School," painted
by Max Slevogt in 1893, is one of
many paintings on loan to the Frye
for the exhibit, and it is representative ofthe German secession movement. Along with several other
pieces, "Wrestling School" is one
of the original paintings presented
in the secessions inaugural opening
in Munich in 1893.
Running through April 12,
"The Munich Secession and
America" highlights a period in art
described as laying the foundation
for the modern artistic movement
of the 20th century. It was founded
in 1892 by a group of 11 artists.
Shortly after its inauguration, hundreds more artists joined in what
was a secession from conventional
19th century salon paintings.
The committee urged individuals to look at art in a completely different way— with an eye pointed
at realism rather than the pursuit of
fame or glory. The Munich secession was quickly followed by both
the Berlin and Vienna secessions.
In contrast to how art was presented in the salon era, the secession movement displayed pieces
for the first time side by side and

on light colored walls. Rather than
being overwhelmed by the cluttering of the traditional 19th century
salon-style presentation the focus
becomes the single painting.
The Frye presents all of the
secession paintings on a simple
white backdrop with afconsiderable amount of space between
each piece, reenacting the movement flawlessly. While the gallery
is sparse physically, it is rich in

meaning.
"In the work of leading secessionists in the 1890s we can see
the first stirrings of abstraction,
new and highly expressive painting styles, politically and socially
aware realism and powerful symbolist works," says Danzker.
The painting by Slevogt is a
highlight of the exhibit as it demonstrates the social impact ofmany
Munich secession pieces. Looking
at the painting, it is hard not to
notice the latent eroticism, which is
made very apparent by the glowing
realism of four men in their most
vulnerable state.
Such a painting in 1893 was
highly controversial and was regarded as a huge step away from
the glorification ofthe human form
most often seen in the nineteenth

CourtesyFrye Art Museum

The Munich Secession marked a shift in the style of European high art, placing less emphasis on the
concept of painting for profit and focusing instead on a more urgent and honest undertone of realism.

century.

You can look at this

painting and see the
future of modernism.

It is ruthless realism.
Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker
Curator

The exhibit is also unique because many of the pieces—including "Wrestling School"—are so
fragile they may never be able to
be transported to another gallery
in the U.S. again.
"You can look at this painting
and see the future of modernism,"
Danzker says. "It is ruthless realism
in a highly expressive manner."
Also included in the Frye's new

Courtesy Frye Art Museum

"The Munich Secession and America," on display at the Frye Art Museum until April 12, showcases the art
of 19th century Germany. Many of the pieces are so fragile, the exhibit might mark theirfinal showing.
exhibit is "Transatlantic: American
Artists in Germany," a small exhibit
of American work produced while
its artists studied in Germany.
Located just blocks away from
campus, the Frye offers world-renowned art for free. "The Munich

Secession and America" is an exhibit inundated with historic richness,
meaning and creativity.
"This is an exhibition constructed on story-telling," Danzker says.
"Visitors can choose to just look at
the wonderful paintings and enjoy

them. After a while the exhibition
feel like a rich novel filled
with quite extraordinary, and contradictory, characters."
starts to

Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu

Henry merits journey into Huskies territory
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
With art galleries located close to
Seattle U's campus on Capitol Hill
and downtown, the idea of making the trek up to the University
District to walk around a building
for an hour or two doesn't seem
too inviting. The University of
Washington's Henry Art Gallery
however, is definitely worth the
trip. Its collection of contemporary works and unique installation
pieces keeps viewers intrigued,
encouraging visitors to explore all
corners of the gallery.
The building's modest exterior
completely tricks the unsuspecting
eye as the building opens itself up
inside to house intriguing and fun
works of art.
The current exhibits vary in
mediums but are all contemporary

collections from living artists.
The Henry is set up in an educational format, putting historical
examples and other works first so
they will prepare the visitor for
what is to come. The first exhibit in
the gallery explains the history and
different methods used in photography throughout its time line up
to the methods used today. Since
many of the sequential exhibits
use photography and film as their
mediums, the first room is a great
way to prepare oneself for the rest
of the museum.
As one descends the staircase to
the main floor of the gallery, the
exhibits become more and more
modern. The most interactive exhibit of the gallery greets visitors at
the bottom of the staircase. A 10foot wall covered in dart boards is
available for all gallery goers to use
for target practice. Two cardboard

boxes filled with different colored
darts provide the passersby with
ammo that can be thrown across
the room to create an interactive
work of art. Most of the visitors
seemed to make this piece their first
and last stop on their visit, honing
in on their dart throwing skills.

The building's modest
exterior tricks the

unsuspecting eye.
"I was completely surprised by
the exhibits," said Elliot Collins,
a freshmen at the University of
Washington. "The gallery provides
areally fun and inviting atmosphere
for anyone to visit."
Currendy, the main gallery holds

a series of installations and films
created by Guy Ben-Ner, Catherine
Sullivan and Eve Sussman—with
the help ofthe Rufus Corporation—
tided "Adaptation." Each artist took
stories from literature, folklore and
myths and created an adaptation
using the medium of film.
While all of the pieces were interesting and thought-provoking in
their own right, the works of Guy
Ben-Ner were extremely popular.
An Israeli artist, Ben-Ner's films
adapt famous novels into home
movies, which he makes in his
house with his son. The viewers
can lie down on a handmade hill
of grass as they watch his telling of
"Wild Boy."
"I especially loved his retelling of 'Moby Dick,'" said Patricia
Engstrom, another visitor to the
gallery. "It was touching to see
his son helping him out with the

filming."
Slapstick comedy intertwines
with family values in Ben-Ner's
videos and they should definitely
not be missed.
Overall the Henry Art Gallery is
an unobtrusive jewel in the Seattle
art scene, providing fun and intriguing exhibits that will entertain and broaden the horizons of
anyone who pays a visit.
"The museum is so fascinating
and the current exhibits are just
plain awesome," said UW sophomore Ashley Kendrick.
Open Tuesday through Sunday,
The Henry Art Gallery is located at
the corner of 15th Avenue N.E. and
N.E. 41st Street on the University
of Washington campus and is free
for students with their school ID.
Corey can be reached at
blaustei@seattleu.edu
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Drama department sets site on new 'Frontiers'
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer

This spring Seattle University
theater professor and playwright
Ki Gottberg is working with the
Lee Center for the Arts to create
the production of "SITE [Seattle
Indy Theatre Experiment] Specific
Cabaret." The SITE Specific
Cabaret will also be a "site specific
cabaret," as the writers have to write
plays which work with a previously
designed

set.

"A 'site specific' production
traditionally involves a collection
of plays located in different settings performed in succession as
the audience moves from one location to the next," said Sharon
Cumberland, head of the creative
writing program.
"The difference between our
production and most site specific
theater productions," Gottberg
said, is that we are starting with
the set and the playwrights are
working around that space to write
"

their plays."
Another difference is that the
cabaret is also a competition for
students at Seattle U to write a
short play and have it published
and professionally directed and

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Carol Wolfe Clay (center) designed the set for the "SITE Specific Cabaret," and Ki Gottberg (right) will be directing the four performances that
comprise it. Cheryl Slean (left) and Vincent Delaney (back) are two of the professional writers Gottberg asked to contribute to the cabaret.

performed.

Writers will have to

create plays to fit an
already designed set.

"It's very exciting to have a collaboration between the creative
writing in the English department
and the Fine Arts department to
create such a wonderful production
that also involves this year's salon

of'crossing borders,"' Cumberland
said.
The theme of the production

The Cabaret will consist offour

will be "Frontiers." Gottberg has

plays, three of which were written
by professionally commissioned
writers: Vincent Delaney, Glenn
Hergenhahn and Cheryl Slean.
The final play will be selected from

been working with this idea in her
own writing and decided it would
be an interesting way to incorporate
the "crossing borders and engaging
worlds" salon of this academic year.
The term frontier has a very broad
definition, and the individual interpretation of that space goes far beyond Star Trek or the Wild West.
"Frontiers are areas near or beyond a boundary, and the source
of change in one's life," said Carol
Wolfe Clay, chair of the Fine Arts

among the student submissions.
The production is a new idea
both Gottberg and Cumberland
are very optimistic about. With the
current state of the economy, not
many theater companies are willing to take the risk of producing
new

plays.

Department. Clay said she designed
the set for the cabaret based solely
on the theme given by Gottberg.
"The set I designed was much more
dark and lacking of details than I
planned, but there is so much more
space for creativity within this large
acting space."
Clay added a wheelchair to the
table on the set to represent how
the past two years have been a frontier since her son became a quad-

do something specific with a template that is both literally and figuratively expansive and vague.
"The way that people deal
with frontiers and how they make
community for themselves, that's
what is

most

interesting for me,"

Gottberg said.
Although each of the playwrights will approach the theme
of frontier in

a

different way, it is

A free play writing workshop
will be hosted Jan. 29 at 12:20
p.m. in Fine Arts 120 to start off
the event and fill in any questions
students have about the contest.
Student submissions will be due
Feb. 10.
The large design of the performance space only leaves room for
50 seats in the theater, resulting in a
much smaller audience than usual.
However, there will also be more
performances than usual during
the two-week performance period
in May.
"I would rather have to turn
people away than to have empty
seats," Gottberg said. "There is just
something about that empty space
that is so discontenting."

likely common themes will emerge
riplegic.The minimalist set displays in the student submissions.
a variety of spaces that will provide
"I see the social problems of
endless opportunities for the playtoday as a frontier," said Matthew
wrights to construct their image of Brady, junior photography and
a personal frontier.
English major. Brady is working
"It explores alternative ways of with Cumberland on an indepenexploring art," Clay said. "Frontier dent studies project where he is
sounds site specific but it's actually exploring different areas of theater
and using his research to create a
very broad."
Derron can be reached at
Gottberg also noted the theme short play for the site specific cabayuharad@seattleu.edu
was meant to challenge writers to
ret competition.

'The Road to Mecca' redecorates the Seattle Rep
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

although the fact that the

two of
them divorced in real life was never

mentioned.
Last Saturday's production of
"The Road to Mecca," put on at
the Seattle Rep's Bagley-Wright
Theatre, was rich in acting, directing and creative quality.
Based on the real-life story of
Helen Martins, "The Road to
Mecca" centers around three characters and a very lavish set.
In 1945 in the village of NieuBethesda, South Africa, artist Helen
Martins began working on the interior of her house, effectively transforming it into a work of art. The
story takes place one year after the
death of her father and five years
after the death ofher mother.
The stage adaptation strays
only slightly from Martins' real
life. Set in the 19705, during the
South African apartheid, it is repeatedly mentioned that Miss
Helen's husband died 15 years ago,

Miss Helen, portrayed wonderfully by veteran actress Dee Maaske,
has lived alone in her old age for
quite some time in her house on the
edge of Nieu-Bethesda. Generally
scorned by the rest of the village
for the brave sculptures she creates
in her garden and for the expressions of freedom and femininity
they represent, Miss Helen begins
to tire of it all.
When the curtain first lifts the
audience is only introduced to Elsa,
played by Marya Sea Kaminski,
who rushes grumpily through the
front door ofthe set. Elsa and Miss
Helen's relationship is ambiguous
at first, but the plot unfurls to reveal the two are friends, and Elsa,
a young schoolteacher of 28, is an
infrequent guest in Miss Helen's
home.
The first half ofthe play consists

almost entirely of dialogue between
the two women, and the audience
learns quite a lot about their lives
and Miss Helen's artistic works.

The show doesn't
hide behind dramatic
devices like sex
romance, or violence.
Her collection of garden sculpher Mecca, as she calls it, has

tures,
most

recently sparked

controversy

from the village's leading Catholic
priest, Father Marius, played by
Terry Edward Moore.

Though the performance runs
slightly long at roughly two and a
half hours, the acting and dialogue
are so superb that one hardly notices the time slip by. The intermission

seemingly the dividing line between plot understanding and the

in a way that is as har-

is

together

main conflict, but it leaves the
viewer hungry for action during
the vacant 10 minutes.
The set, a beautifully designed
expanse of Miss Helen's house, encompasses three or four rooms laden with candles that have dripped
wax on their resting places for some
time and walls that are smothered
with so many tiny mirrors and
glitter the effect produced when
increasing amounts of candles are
lit is utter brilliance. There are recurrent themes of lightness and
darkness, both racially charged and

monious as the beautiful rivulets
of light ofall the tiny candles that
adorn the stage. At once serious and
funny, marked by points of joy and
sorrow, "The Road to Mecca" offers
its audience nothing more than supreme acting quality.
The show doesn't hide behind
dramatic devices like sex, romance,
or violence to keep the audiences
interest; rather, the play relies on
its talented cast and elaborate set to
keep audiences enthralled.The caliber of the production alone makes
it a must-see, and there's hardly a
better way to spend $ 10 on a winter

literal, throughout the production
and the set reflects the dichotomy,
no pun intended.
The production features three
American actors who manage to
perfectly execute their dialogs with
spot-on South African accents. The
set design in itself is a sight to see,
and the whole production comes

weekend night.
"The Road to Mecca" runs until Feb. 14 at the Seattle Repertory
Theatre. The show costs $10 for
students, and starts at 7:30 p.m.

nightly.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
The Gong Show was a popular
television show in the '70s and '80s
that gained notoriety for its zany
nature and its somewhat controversial portrayals. It was cancelled in
1989, but its spirit was resurrected
at Seattle's King Cobra bar Jan. 25
as The Big Bully Show.
In The Big Bully Show, each
member of the audience literally
holds the fate of each performer in
their hands: a tea light. Within the
first three minutes ofeach comic's
act, the audience members either
leave their lights off or can switch
them on. If more than half of the
audience has lit their tea light, the
comic can stay on and finish their
bit. If not, a gong sounds and the
performer must leave the stage.

It's like a dentist office.
We'll give you candy,
but it still hurts.
Hurley

Comedian
ofthese lights as a rating
system allowed for increased audience participation, but it also kept
The

use

the contestants disoriented and on
their toes throughout the night.
"I feel like I'm at a seance, not
a show," said Lizzy Pilcher, a comedienne, of the lights.
The show was organized by
Jen Seaman, Ron Placone and
Hurley—just Hurley. Seaman and
Hurley acted as emcees for the night
in addition to taking the stage, only
to receive the fatal gong.
The Big Bully show also managed to incorporate one ofthe more

controversial acts from the original
Gong Show live

on stage.

Two

One act that got the audience's

approval was from Gams Galore.
Scantily clad in a black sequined
top, short shorts and a feather

boa, she gave her own rendition of
"Puttin'

the Ritz" with a comVictoria's Secret called
"Pushin' up my Tits."
on

mentary on

The Big Bully Show

"I was pissed when that gong
on," Jesse said.
Some audience members commented that the gong was frustrating because it would come on right
before someone's punch lines.
Seaman said compared to other
shows like it, Big Bully went over
very well with the crowd and the
comics, especially given the fact it
was its first time.
came

spectaor
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'Big Bully' heckles performers and patrons alike
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The Big Bully will take place
King Cobra every second and
fourth Sunday of the month.
The next show will be Feb. 8 and
starts at 9 p.m. Those who hang
towards the front, beware: you'll
likely become part of someone's
at

act.

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu .edu

recreates the Gong
Show live in Seattle.

performers, Nicole and Soloman,
provocatively sucked popsicles
to

Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen

Spirit."
They didn't make the cut.
In fact, only four of the comics beat the gong. However, each
contestant did get a free Airheads
candy as they exited the stage.
"It's like a dentist's office,"
Hurley said. "We'll give you candy,
but it still hurts."
The acts ranged from popsiclesucking to song singing, from hilarious to uncomfortable. The current economic recession was a hot
topic, coming up in multiple acts.
While the audience was allowed to
heckle anyone on stage, it was certainly a two way street.
I was mocked by about half of
the performers for "feverishly writ-

ing" as Hurley put

it.

Sean Ottey was anothercomedian that did not get the gong. Ottey
has been doing comedy for a while
and decided to check out the show
when he heard about it.
"I just wanna have fun," Ottey
said. "And I want to stay on stage
to keep the rust off."
Todd, one of the performers
who like Hurley only went by a
single name said he will be back
in the future.
"Everybody had a good time,"
Todd said. "And for the most part,
everyone was funny."
Some of the performers and
audience members found the gong
,

annoying.
Jesse, another

former, was
got the gong.

perone comedian who
one-name

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

King Cobra's answer to the now-defunct television program The Gong
Show, Big Bully brings audiences a night full of stand-up combat.

rel
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'Revolutionary Road' is
more than just 'Titanic 2'

anew. Frank isn't entirely enthusiastic, but decides this might be
their last shot at living the lives of
which they dreamed.
"Revolutionary Road" is an

extremely thought-provoking film.
Noah Levinson
U. Pittsburgh, The Pitt News
Despite what skeptics might
say, "Revolutionary Road" is not
"Titanic 2." The pairing ofKate

Winstet and Leonardo DiCaprio
isn't just Rose sharing the door
with Jack, the ship actually making it to New York and the story
of what happens next.
"Revolutionary Road" is a
dramatic masterpiece that drives
thoughts of icebergs and the Heart
ofthe Ocean far from moviegoers'
minds.
Winslet and DiCaprio star as
depressed, bored, suburban wife
and husband April and Frank
Wheeler. After one glance from
across the room at a party in
New York City, April and Frank
are shown many years later, al-

ready married with two kids and
unhappy.
After this unhappiness is
firmly established in the Wheeler
household on Franks 40th birthday, April proposes moving the
entire family to Paris to start

Every character is presented in different terms of feminism and sexism. April is trying to be a modern
woman in a time when all women
had going for them was either a
typewriter or children and chores,

while Frank stays at homeand finds
he really wants to do with
his life.
Even more obvious than the
gender theme is the comparison
between liberal and conservative.
The greatest example is when April
declares she is pregnant to Frank.
Frank follows his inner conservative and says that now the move
out what

to France must

be canceled because

the unborn child must be raised in
the United States. April, however,
chooses to have an abortion.
Along with April and Frank,
Kathryn Hahn ("Step Brothers")
and David Harbour ("Brokeback
Mountain") are the Campbells,
the next-door neighbors. Milly
Campbell accepts her life in the
suburbs as a genuine way of living, but her husband, Shep, tries
to escape from suburban hell via a
"romance" with April.

skeptical. The fact of the matter is black and white, they provide a
that Steven Soderbergh's two-part stirring contrast between the lush
"Che" may just be worth the time and vibrant tropical environment
commitment. With Benicio Del ofCuba where much of the rest
Toro taking on the role of the inof part one takes place. As previShannon, who plays her son, John famous Argentine, there's much to ously mentioned, both movies are
Givings. John holds a doctorate in be enjoyed in this ambitious film. almost entirely in Spanish, and alIn a nutshell, "Che" is broken though reading dialog in another
mathematics, and is coming from
an insane asylum where "they down into two parts, and although language for four hours may be
shocked all the math out of him" intended to be watched together, a bit off-putting for some, there
with electroshock therapy.
both parts can be enjoyed separateis something incredibly powerful
Unfortunately, John is labeled ly. "Che Part One: The Argentine" in hearing Che proclaim "patria o
muerte," rather than "homeland
an intellectual or a nut-job when focuses on the rise of Che as a revothe people he talks to can't handle lutionary in Cuba and his few deal- or death."
As far as critiques go, the
the truths he gives them. What is ings in New York City proclaimmost remarkable about Shannon's
ing against American imperialism. majority of the issues lie in part
performance is its similarity to "Che Part Two: Guerilla" tells the two. Since it chronicles Che's
Heath Ledger's Joker in the summer story of Che's attempts to start a failed attempt to start a revolublockbuster "The Dark Knight." revolution in Bolivia and the events tion in Panama, we are subject to
With Shannon's verbal exaggeraleading up to his eventual capture watching his movement crumble
tions and facial tics comparable to
and execution.
around him while he is left asththe Joker's lip smacks and eccentric
From an aesthetic and storytellmatic and helpless. Part two rarely
arm waving, it is surprising to see
ing perspective, it is safe to say that strays from the jungles ofBolivia,
Ledger's influence already affecting part one is the better of the two and while it is logical to keep the
the acting world.
films. This doesn't necessarily mean audience in the jungle like Che
himself, things eventually begin
part two is bad, but there's a noFour-hour biopic provides
ticeable disparity between the two to feel repetitive. Again, "Che:
rebel's
life
heavy look at
films when watched back-to-back. Part Two" is in no way a bad movAside*from incorporating many in- ie, but much of the excitement
Sean Meehan
teractions between Che and Fidel and interest that part one instills
The
in the audience fades before part
Heights
Castro, part one peppers the narBoston College,
rative with sequences of Guevara two is even halfway over.
If someone were to invite you in the United States, and these
to see a four-hour long biopic of
scenes provide the audience with Questions? Comments?
Che Guevara, all in Spanish, it'd much ofthe revolutionary charisma Contact The Spectator at
be quite acceptable for you to be that Che was known for. Shot in spectator@seattleu.edu
Kathy Bates plays Helen Givings,
the realtor who sells the Wheelers
their house on Revolutionary Road.
It isn't Bates, however, who gives
the best performance, but Michael
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Johnny O'Brien revisits history, ponders future
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer

Trotters. Seattle U was not expected to fare well against the internationally renowned team. But
at the end of the game, which was
an Olympic Benefit Fundraiser,
the Chieftains emerged victorious
with an 84-81 win.
"That was a game that really brought [Seattle University]
some international notoriety,"
O'Brien says.

Johnny O'Brien walks through
the front entrance of the Connolly
Center with a youthful bounce in
his step and a grin on his face.
Perfectly combed gray hair and a
wrinkled face are the only indicators he is well into his 70s.
"I'm here for whatever you
need me for," O'Brien says with
a warm smile, when asked if The
Spectator could take his photo.
O'Brien gave his real service
to Seattle University in the early
19505. He was the Chieftains'
5-foot-9-inch center from 1950
to 1953.
O'Brien grew up playing basketball with his twin brother
Eddie O'Brien, in South Amboy,
N.J. Columbia University, St.
John's University and St. Mary's
College all recruited Johnny.
But the twins chose Seattle
U so they could keep playing

D-l was a large part of
the identity of Seattle
U. Needless to say, I'm

delighted we're back.
Johnny O'Brien

Seattle U two-sport star

together.
"Seattle U was the only school
that would take both of us," he
says. "Most schools did not want
to

gamble

two

Clara Ganey

scholarships."

O'Brien says he felt a strong
of commrodary among the
players on the Chieftains.
"We were all in it together," he
says. "No one was special."
He can't recall any negative
experiences playing with his twin
brother Eddie in college.
"There was no sense of competition between us. [Eddie] played
point guard, and I played center.
It was all teamwork."
O'Brien says he valued his
relationship with his coach, A

The Spectator

Baseball and hoops star Johnny O'Brien stands in the hall of fame.

1

sense

Brightman.
"He was really only six or seven years older than us," O'Brien
says. "He would scrimmage

He says after the school's
published in "Stars and
Stripes," a U.S. military newsource, he received letters from
soldiers across the globe.
The second game O'Brien
remembers is the Chieftains'
102-101 win against New
York University at Madison
Square Garden.
"It was the first time both
teams had scored over 100points
in a game," O'Brien says. "It was
really a great feeling."
He recalls the players rarely experienced anxiety when
the team faced opponents in
win was

with us all the time, but he also
had this great ability to ferret out individual players and
place them where they would
contribute best."
O'Brien was a legend on the
hardwood. He ended his junior
year playing for Seattle U as the

first college basketball player
to score over
one season.

1,000 points in

The Chieftains showed no
signs of sluggishness on the court
in the early 19505. The team went
to postseason play each year he
played for Seattle U.

In 1951 the team went to the
National Catholic Invitational
in Albany, N.Y. The next year
the Chieftains returned to
Albany and played in the NCAA
tournament.

O'Brien says in his senior
year the team played again in the
NCAA tournament in Corvallis,
Ore.
O'Brien says he remembers at
least two games he played over a
half century ago as if they were

yesterday.
The first is the Chieftains' 1952
with the Harlem Globe

encounter

postseason

play.

"We just felt like it was another game on the schedule," he
says. "One more to play."
After playing their last basketball game in 1953, O'Brien and
his brother wasted no time before

entering professional athletics.
Both twins played baseball for Seattle U when they
weren't on the hardwood. After
basketball season ended, they
signed with the MLB team the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
"It was quick," O'Brien said.
"We were at Corvallis, the next
day we signed with the Pirates.
The day after that we're in Havana,
Cuba for spring training."
O'Brien
spent
six
and a half years playing
professional baseball.
After his athletic career ended, he was elected King County
Commissioner. Then he was the
King Dome's operations manager
for 18 years.
O'Brien says he was opposed
to Seattle U's decision to leave
D-I athletics in 1980.
"Being in D-I was a large part
of the identity of the university,"
he said. "Needless to say, I'm de-

lighted

were

back."

O'Brien became nostalgic
watching the Redhawks play
against Loyola Marymount
University at the Key Arena.
"We were an independent
team playing at the Seattle Center
just like they're an independent
playing at the Key," he says.
"It was a return to the past in
many ways."
O'Brien lives with his wife
Jaennie Kuhmera, who he met
in his junior year at Seattle U.
O'Brien and Kuhmera have seven
children and 11 grandchildren.
His grandson Evan plays guard
and center on his high school
team in Port Townsend.
"You never know, one day he
might be playing for Seattle U."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

Women's basketball breezes by Edwardsville 87-56
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer

Redhawks senior guard Cassidy
Murillo was excited about the victory
over Edwardsville.

The Seattle University women's
basketball team made a statement to
its new Division I opponents. After
coming home from two victories in
Puerto Rico, the Redhawks showed
their stateside competition they
aren't justvisiting in D-I.
Playing against Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville in their
first D-I home game, the Redhawks
made a steady but prominent victory
over the Cougars 87-56.
The Redhawks started out strong,
racking up eight points in the first
two minutes and furthered theirlead
at the start of the second half with a
steady 26-point difference only five

high throughout both periods.
Bianca Williams made a steal in the
second half and dished an assist for

forward Salley.

strategy," Kriley said.

The Redhawks scored

eight points in the
first two minutes.

minutes in.

After leading by 20 points after
the first half, the crowd was in full
support of every play by Seattle U.
The team kept energy at a constant

"We were confident in winning this game, but we didn't
know it would be by 30 points,"
Murillo said.
"We knew the significance ofthis
game and we needed to set an example for their turf," said sophomore

The Cougars are also in the D-I
transitional phase.
"It's been a good transition so far
and our school has been extremely
supportive," said head coach Amanda
Levens. "The competition has been
tough but not unbeatable."
Levens looks forward to her teams
second game against Seattle U.
"It's rare to play the same team
again so soon," Levens said. "So
the memories and strategies are
going to be fresh in the heads of
both teams."
Kriley also recognized the impact of playing a team twice within
two weeks.
"SIU-E has a very solid offense so
we'll probably change up our defense

Clara Ganeyt

The Spectator

Sophomore forward Breanna Salley drives through the SIU-E zone.
Breanna Salleys picture-perfect layup
that revived the crowd who cheered
in admiration.

The rest of the second halfhad
the Redhawks keeping their defense
up to run out the clock.

Head coach Dan Kriley was
proud ofhis team's performance but
was wary about playing the Cougars
on their home court.
"SIU-E is a very good team,"
Kriley said. "We went out and did
our best. It was a good night for
Seatde U basketball."

The Seattle U Redhawks will
the Cougars again when they
visit Illinois Jan. 31.

meet

Corey can be reached at
blaustei@seattleu.edu
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Redhawks soar for big win Realistic resolutions
Despite Wright's 22 points
was not the Redhawks'
leading scorer. That title belonged to Gweth, junior guard,
who notched 29 points in the
game with four rebounds and
three assists.
Gweth flirted with perfection. He connected on all nine
of his attempted shots from the
field, including four 3-pointers.
His only offensive blemish came
when he missed a free throw, putting him at seven of eight from
the free throw line.
A barrage of 3-pointers from
the Cougars kept Edwardsville in
the game. The Cougars were 14
of 24 from behind the arc. That
effective shooting was almost
enough for the Cougars, as they
came as close as 69-58 with 9:17
remaining in the second half.
"They showed us they are
capable shooters," Callero said.
"We had to extend out of our

10 tips to improve the whole person in mind, body and spirit

he

zone

tonight."

But the Cougars couldn't defend Gweth as he scored four of
the next six points to boost the
Redhawks' lead to 91-70 with
2:26 remaining in the game.

Callero affirmed Wright's
comments about

the preparations

for the game.

Adam Kollgaard

'
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Seattle U guard Chris Gweth fakes a defender on route to 29 points.
"We take practice
seriously," said the senior forward Wright.
"We know that when
we play this team there is no
room for errors."
"Their team has size and we
knew we had to watch out for
that," Wright added.
This size was evident in the
Cover

�

Cougars' 6-foot-10-inch sophomore center Nikola Bundalo
and 7-foot freshmen center
Terrance Williams.
Wright was undaunted by
Edwardsville's size. Adding to his
22 points on 10 of 13 field goals,
Wright grabbed 13 rebounds and
dished out eight assists, narrowly
missing a triple-double.

"Throughout the week we
worked on multiple defenses and
worked on the full court press,"
Callero said. "[SIU-Edwardsville]
is the type of team with new players so we decided to make them
think a lot."
The veteran core for Seattle U
held its own and committed 10
turnovers and made 21 assists.
"We shared the ball tonight,
and it worked effectively,"
Callero said.
This is not the last time the
Redhawks will see the Cougars.
The two teams meet next week in
Edwardsville Sat., Jan. 31.
"We know that their crowd
will be into it, so we have to get
prepared," Wright said.

important. A long walk, some
meditation or even yoga in the
Connolly Center are great ways

Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer

is

New Year's resolutions are
like a pet cockatiel. They'll do
wonders for your health and
mood as long as you take care
of them. Stop paying attention
to them, and they'll just go right
out the window, never to return.
Bird-keeping skills aside, a New
Year's resolution is the standard
Hallmark method of improving
your quality of life. Although
many people either forget about
their resolution or decide to stop
caring, a select few will accomplish theirs. It is for these soychugging and fat-melting aristocrats of society that the list below

get that time.
5. Stay Active: While you
don't have to hit the weight room
for two hours before dawn every
day, activities such as intramu-

has been compiled.
Ranging from improving
physical health and mental
health to spiritual health, this
list has been created with the
help of Seatde U's own PHAT,
the Peer Health Action Team, to
ensure that, whatever your resolution may be, your cockatiel
stays put.
1. Quit Smoking—The bottom line is smoking isn't so good
for the lungs. The sooner you
quit, the longer you'll live. These
days, you have to be alive to accept your college diploma.
2. Drink More Water:
Hydration is one of the simplest
ways to stay healthy. Besides, the
more water you drink, the less
likely you are to drink coffee,
energy drinks and pop.
3. No More All-Nighters: The
typical Seattle U student needs at
least eight hours of sleep a night.
It'll take more planning and less
procrastinating or socializing,
but maintaining a regular sleep
pattern can make a huge difference in your health and mood.
4. Get to Know Yourself
Better: This is personal. Get in
touch with who you are and how
you feel. Having time to yourself

to

ral

sports,

regular

exercise,

and

sometimes running around with
some dogs on the Union Green
will help you feel healthier and
stronger.
6. Eat a Balanced Diet:
Yeah, the burgers at C-Street
are the epitome of Seattle cuisine, consuming three a day is
just heartbreaking, literally. Eat
more fruits and vegetables and
less sugars and fats. "That means
no ice cream before bed or for

breakfast.
7. Protect Yourself from STDs:
Communicating with your partner and keeping each other safe
are keys to sexual health. Always
use protection and consider
making an appointment with
the Student Health Center for

low-cost STD testing.
8. Manage Your Stress: Stress

builds up over time. If you don't
do anything to alleviate it, you'll
erupt like Mt. Vesuvius. Stress
can seriously be degrading over
time. Learn to take periodic
breaks from homework, find a
good hobby and take advantage
of your weekends.
9. Support Your Community:
Attend more sports events. Join
the RedZone to support men's
basketball or, alternatively, join
the Pink Zone to support wom-

en's basketball.
10. Try New Things: Its a new
year, as good a" time as any to try

something you've always wanted,
or not wanted, to do. Skydiving,
beat poetry and antiquing are
good choices.
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu.

Track and field stars break records in preview
Kassiopia Rodgers
Volunteer Writer
These Seattle University track
and field athletes set the following
school records at the University of
Washington Indoor Preview:
Tom Mezzera
Record Broken: 400-meter
dash, 50.25 seconds

his mother, but didn't start officially
until his freshmen year of high school.
The sophomore finance major says he
likes sprinting events because of "the
power and the speed it demonstrates:
It's short and sweet."
He says his pre-race ritual begins
the
in
starting blocks.
"I close my eyes and imagine

winning."
When he isn't training he says he
fond ofsleep.
can
always use the rest."
"My legs

is particularly

Mezzera has been running track
grade. Running arguably
the most grueling race, Mezzera, a
freshmen pre-major, says he deals with
the anxiety by "going into a corner
and meditating." Although this was
Mezzeras first indoor 400 he placed
third overall last weekend.
since fifth

Christopher Fussell
Record Broken: 200-meter
dash, 22.66 seconds
Fussell was introduced to track by

Katie Hansen
Record Broken: 3000-meter

run; 9:59.06
Hansen has been running track
since middle school. Her training
this season consisted of getting higher
mileage by running 55 to 70 miles
a week. As a senior this will be her
first and last year competing at the
Division I level.
"Because we don't have a

conference I don't really have one big
thing I'm working toward."
Hansen volunteers in the genetics department at the University of
Washington when she isn't running.
"Science and running is kind of
what I do."

Alyssa Lout
Record Broken: 60-meter dash,

8.23 seconds
Event: 60 M, 200 M
Lout was taken in by her high
school track team and has been
hooked ever since. The freshmen
psychology and pre-med major
counters the idea that track andfield
is an individual sport, though she
likes having control over her performance. Instead of feeling intimidated
by Olympic athletes she sometimes
competes against, Lout says she looks
up to them.
Rachel Pureed

Record Broken: 400-meter,
1:00.44

A sophomore nursing major,
Purcell says that when she isn't racing she enjoys drawing and the outdoors. She began running track in

high school and described breaking
the 400-meter record as exhausting.
She says the switch to D-I was a
positive one.
"We were comfortable last
year, but now we are a little out of
our realm."
If you're ever able to catch
Purcell at a meet, be sure to
check her mismatched socks she's
worn since winning a meet with
uncoordinated socks.

competing in D-I an honor. By theend
of the season she wants to break her
records, again.
Mara Becker
Record Broken: High Jump,
5-2 1/4
Becker competed on the Division
level
for the past two years and
II
the
transition is "going to be
says
for
good Seattle U."
Her reason for joining track and
field in high school was simple.
"I always wanted to jump."
Her father was her coach
throughout high school, and she
says before her event she thinks
about her dad.
"I tell myself, 'Let's do this one

Becca Urbany
Record Broken: Long Jump,
15-8 3/4; Triple Jump, 34-5 1/2

for dad."'

Urbany has been running
track for eight years. She called

Kassiopia can be reached at
rodgersk@seattleu.edu

Her season's goal is

to

clear 5

feet, 6 inches.
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Editorial: The time to serve has come
President Barack Obama stood before millions in Washington,
D.C. and millions more on screens and on air.
He spoke to the Muslim world.
He spoke to the Third World.
He spoke to America.
Most importandy he challenged America. Obama challenged
America to serve.
But despite the commander in chief's agenda and action?,

problems to have (having so much money they didn't know how
to spend it) has frozen hiring.
Internships are disappearing. Even though many might think
since companies can't hire they'd look to internships for cheap
labor, it requires time in the form of training, office space and
other resources.
Still, there is no better time to serve. With nonprofits and internships going the way of the dodo, students have an excellent
opportunity to live up to their name, especially at Seattle U. Go
serve. Learn beyond the classroom. Get out of the library, the
residence halls, the gym, the coffee shops, the offices and off the
couch, grab a friend and volunteer. Seattle U may not be able to
truly invigorate students' hearts and souls
but it does
offer them the opportunities.
"College is the best time of your life." Remember hearing
that? Well service, servitude, volunteering and other forms of
helping the community can and should be an integral part of
that. Volunteering with friends can be one of the most rewarding experiences people can share. It can also be one of the most

blue states like Washington are suffering. Seattle Public Schools
proposed several school closures. Yet Gov. Christine Gregoire has
proposed opening new liquor stores. The Seatde Post-Intelligencer
reported Washington made $825 million in 2008 from liquor
sales, a 6 percent increase from 2007. The states making more
money from liquor stores but allowing schools to close. Schools
near Seatde University like T.T. Minor Elementary and Meany
Middle are in danger ofshutting down. Many Seatde U students
do service learning projects or tutor with both schools. There's not
a lot of service to be done at a school with shuttered doors.
It's troubling to see so many necessary services facing reduction
or extinction. The president addressed the fact the times would get enjoyable.
worse before they got better. But when times worsen for governOwn the mission. Be empowered by something, whether it's
ment operations like schools and Spruce Street, temporary housthe fine Jesuit education, social justice or Obama, and harness
ing for runaways and foster youth, those who are the most at-risk the empowerment to action. There will never be a better time
are the ones thrown out of the frying pan and into the fire.
to serve than college. One university may not be able to change
Nonprofits are closing everywhere. Even the once burgeoning the world. But several universities, communities and individuals
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation which had one of the best serving others will change the world.

MinJi Kim
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Seattle U basketball keeps winning,-surprising
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor

I thought everyone liked a
I came to Seattle
University.
Amid faculty, staff and student
winner. Then

apathy and disapproval, Seattle
University basketball keeps win-

Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer

ning. The men's basketball team
is 12-6, which is a 67 winning
percentage. The women's basketball team is 11-7, a 61 winning
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Staff Writer

percentage.
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When I tell classmates and others the teams' records I hear the
same response, just spelled differently: Really? Huh. Wow. That's
surprising.
Both teams' schedule strength is
weak. This mysterious factor into
NCAATournament invitations is a
bizarre chain ofreviewing who defeated whom, by how much, when
and where. Compare Seattle U's
schedule with teams like West Coast
Conference's Gonzaga University.
I doubt either team's head coach
wants to take on Tennessee twice
on foreign courts, wrangle with
Arizona in the desert or host
Memphis, 2008's national runnerup. With wins over unknowns like
Montana Tech, Cascade College,
Linfield College and University of
Puerto Rico-Bayamon, each team's
winning percentage shouldn't be a

total shock to anyone.
The teams' losses are far more
interesting.
The women's team lost to the
University of Washington, Portland
State and Saint Mary's College.
When they lost, they lost by a lot,
56-82, 75-86 and 71-84. These
teams may not be in the top tier
of women's NCAA basketball, but
that short list has been the same
for at least 10 years: Connecticut,
Tennessee, Duke, UNC, Stanford,
LSU, Rutgers, Texas, Oklahoma
and Ohio State. The women also
lost away. Of their non-exhibition
games, only five were played at
home, and the team remains undefeated at Connolly Center. Maybe
Pat Summitt and her Tennessee
Volunteers would be wary of trying to conquer Connolly? Double
digit losses aside, the women's team
is winning, often convincingly.
The men's team losses at the
University of Portland, 67-71, at
Oregon State 50-59 and at Portland
State 68-73 are even more promising. That's three games lost by a
combined 18 points. The Portland
Pilots beat the UW 80-74 then
lost to Portland State. Seattle U
played Portland State twice, once
in Anchorage where they lost by
14 points, 67-81. Then they improved one week later to lose by
five points to Portland State, in

Portland. Portland State lost by
point to the UW in Seattle
and then beat Gonzaga, ranked
seventh nationally, nine days later
in Spokane 77-70.
Seattle U is scheduled to play
the UW March 3, unfortunately,
at the Bank ofAmerica Arena. That
boosts the strength of schedule
way up, especially on the heels of
the Huskies dominating both Los
Angeles schools, USC and UCLA.
This is the golden opportunity to
give both schools a fresh rivalry
that requires little hyping (Loyola
Marymount). Seattle U will
first have to fight to get students
tickets, currently going for $35
for row 24 and up. I don't think
there were a bunch of people lined
up to buy tickets to see the UW
smash Lehigh in the first place, so
I don't know what they're trying
to prove now by keeping tickets so
expensive.
People are showing up. At the
men's game against the Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville
Cougars (that's a beak full, right?),
more than 900 people showed up.
That's almost at capacity. But I'm
not contending that parents, Seatde
basketball lovers and faculty should
show up more. Students at Seattle
U have a rare opportunity to make
an indelible mark on athletics and
tradition.
one

Whatever students can serinow will be echoed
down for years. They can turn
the Connolly Center, Key Arena
or whatever venue may house the
Redhawks in the future into the
West's Cameron Indoor Stadium.
How's the Redhawks' Rioters
sound? OK, that can be a working title. Or since Athletics is particularly fond of its prestigious
basketball heritage, why not name
the new court or venue after Elgin
Baylor or Johnny O'Brien?
It's one thing to have the
Red Zone, which is a growing student fan group. But to be named
like the Cameron Crazies, Duke
University's student fans, would be
the higher goal. The Crazies get a
little institutional support though.
And by a little, I mean they have
1,200 student section seats down
courtside. As in, Duke's officials
recognized the people who give a
team, a building and a university
its traditions are more likely to be
the students and less likely to be the
people running the show. Before
this can happen, students need to
show up and support their winning
teams when they have a rare home
game.
Who doesn't like a winner?
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Facebook is our
generation's addiction
Natalie Hein
UCLA Daily Bruin
UWIRE—
My parents' generation did acid.
My generation does Facebook.
Drugs and social networking
sites both function similarly to deliver a superficial reality, a diversion
from the mundane. At least drugs
provide a high. What is Facebook's

high?
Facebook, like a heavily addictive drug, can, for some people,
run their lives. They check it during breakfast, again in lecture,
again after lecture, 12 times while
doing homework and then again
right before bed. This column is
taking a vast amount of self-control
with the intense craving
contact high loomthe
back
of my mind or
in
ing
rather front ofmy mind.
(Takes a writing break to check
Facebook.)
I can't help but wonder how
much more productive I would
be without it. In my Facebookfree fantasy, I would sit down to
write a paper and not immediately
get swept away with the thought
that, perhaps, someone has written on my wall. Or that perhaps
there are new tagged photos of
me. I would instead have an uninterrupted stream of academic
thought, finishing my paper in record time. Alas, this fantasy world
doesn't exist, and Facebook does.
Thus I am left to wonder why
our generation is so hooked on
using social networking sites as
pastimes.
I asked my brother, Adam Hein,
why he logs on. "It's an ego boost,"
he said. "It makes you feel like you
have a life even when you don't."
And for someone like my brother, a
graduate of Chapman University's
film school and a film production
assistant who works upward of 12
hours a day, a momentary reminder that his social life still exists is
to write

for a Facebook

...

comforting.
"It's a way of saying 'Hey! I'm
still alive, still around and maintaining relationships for the future.'
It's a virtual social life for your nonsocial real life," Hein said.
While most of us in college
have hyperactive social lives, we
still have nights where we have
to blow off friends in order to do
work. It is on those nights that I
find myself most tempted to log
onto Facebook. I suppose it's a
comfort to know that even when I
have stayed in to do work, I am still
with friends, if only online.
"Virtually every one of your
peers, assuming they have an account, has this common forum
where they can communicate
with you," said Michael Riggs, a
second-year English student. "It's
just convenient, and there's always
that chance that something juicy

might happen."
The gossip aspect ofFacebook,
most often referred to as "Facebookstalking" has become a widely ac-

cepted way to obtain intimate information about your peers, and I
know quite a few addicts. Recently,
when I mentioned to friends that
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I have a new boyfriend, the common response was "hold on, let me
Facebook-stalk him." The instant
delivery of otherwise unknowable
facts is another highly stimulating
aspect
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of Facebook.

Conor Oberst,

"You just have this instant window into the lives ofall the people
you know. You can see what it was
like at that party you weren't invited to," Riggs said.
As thrilling as getting caught
up in a virtual fantasy land is, we
could just as easily be spending
time participating in real interactions with friends. But Facebook
facilitates real social interactions
as well. The likelihood that you
would get invited to half of the
events that you do via Facebook
if it didn't exist is slim. And thus
Facebook truly does stimulate your
real social life as well.

It's an ego boost, it
makes you feel like
you have a life even

when you don't.
Adam Hein

The convenience has made
junkies out of us all. It's convenient

your computer and
click through pictures of friends
you haven't seen since elementary
school. It's satisfying to revel at
your 500-plus friend count and
imagine that you truly are friends
with all of those people.
"Facebook is a way of life," said
to sit down at

Joshua Halpern, a second-year undeclared student. "It's how you talk
to people you don't like, it's how
you fake popularity, it's how you
spy on people."
And all of these aspects are what
make it so addictive. You can get
carried away thinking about your
plans for the upcoming weekend
on top of all of the ego-stroking
and friend-stalking. It is so much
more satiating in that way than
focusing on homework, and so we
allow ourselves to be swept away
by it all too frequently.
What did we ever do before
Facebook? Did we find ourselves
more productive, as I would like
to believe we would be without
it? No. We simply found other
virtual ways to distract ourselves.
We watched more TV, we played
more video games. Facebook isn't
necessarily taking up more of our
time, it is simply replacing the time
we would have otherwise spent in
front of the "boob tube." And at
least Facebook has the benefit of
networking, both for business and
for pleasure.
I've got that itch again to check
my profile. That desire to break
focus and submerge myself in my
synthetic social life.
I guess I'll just take another hit
of Facebook. I'm not doing my
homework anyway.
Natalie can be reached at
nhein@media.ucla.edu
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Changes take time
Social justice is a matter of going outside your comfort zone
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor
The mission statement ofSeattle
University has become a bit like the
cartoon angel sitting on someone's
shoulders. Smiling opposite the
little devil, who encourages a selfcentered approach to education,
justifying a little binge drinking
and "time for yourself"—because
who doesn't deserve it—the angel
reminds students of the mission
emblazoned upon their brains as
they enter the pine-covered walls
of Seattle U: Educating leaders for
a just and humane world.
People often question how
much students take this goal to
heart, living it out in community
service, sustainable living practices
and a so-called liberal mentality.
But the better question might not
be one of accountability, but one
regarding the very nature of social justice education when it gets
diluted into marketable and palatable terms.
Social justice can often come
to mean serving one's community,
which, when done in the midst of
a hectic daily schedule, can often
become mere charity. Students
have long been taught that charity
is a good thing, but what is charity
when it is merely an obligation, a
flippant act done to avoid the larger
issues, or worse, a panacea to privi-

as one should hope the university
envisioned it, students must return
to the belief they can enact social
change on the large scale levels
that dictate change. Presidents
like Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and social activists like Rosa Parks
are not remembered in history for
subtle, everyday actions. They are
remembered for the challenges they
made to a status quo that needed
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Social justice can
often come to mean
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mere charity.
Cat Power
change.
Most Seattle U students have
grown up in a status quo they have
long rejected as being unjust and
unacceptable. But do students
equally realize that true social justice education requires not merely
the relief of suffering, but efforts
to change it?
Change takes decades andprogress may not appear immediately,
but students are the ones who must
at least try to enact it. This change
merely requires patience.
to
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leged guilt?
Professors and students alike argue over the approach to enacting
social justice. Should it first involve
education, a change of consciousness and the alleviation oftemporal
pains, or should it involve a topdown, large-scale change of the systems that create social inequity?
When students tutor in elementary schools, serve at soup kitchens
and recycle a bottle, they often feel
they have alleviated some larger
evil. And surely they have moved
toward doing so in some small way.
This band-aid approach to enacting
social justice is not only evident on
the local level, but also on the state
level.
The other night, King County
announced it would open emergency-relief shelters for the homeless
due to temperatures below freezing. Clearly, this act was a humane
and necessary one, but it leads one
to ask where these shelters were a
week ago, when to some, the cold
was just as intense, food might have
been just as scarce and life was just
as

dangerous.
In order to

enact

social justice

Letter to the Editor:
Tightening the EPA
Dear Editor,
On Dec. 22, 2008, the nation witnessed the largest coal
ash spill in U.S. history. A surface impoundment at Tennessee
Valley Authority's (TVA)
Kingston Fossil Fuel Plant cata-

strophically ruptured, severely
damaging local ecosystems and
surrounding groundwater. High
levels of heavy metals, arsenic and
mercury have been found. They
pose major human health problems. The U.S. heavily depends
on coal for a majority of its energy. The regulations for surface
impoundments are inadequate.

This accident would have been
preventable had there been proper
engineering design and frequent
inspection oversight. The federal government should retake

authority and regulations from
and local governments to
ensure safeguards forboth human
health and the environment.
Implementing these measures will
cost taxpayer money.
Not doing so will cost even
more in clean-up expenses when
further incidents like Kingston
occur. In fact, another incident
did two weeks later at the Widows
Creek Fossil Plant in Alabama. It
is a national issue. It is a federal issue. It is not a state-by-state issue.
Local communities are at risk. The
EPA needs to take the lead to provide sufficientand adequate regustate

lations, oversight and monitoring
for the welfare of our society and
natural environment.
Kevin Osborne

lastlooks
Alcohol
January 19,1:00 a.m.

Doorways to Neopolitan lifestyle

Public Safety contacted an intoxicated male on the 11m Avenue mall, near the chapel. The
individual was identified as a student resident and escorted back
to Campion.

Suspicious Circumstance

January 19,1:18a.m.
Public Safety staff on patrol discovered a computer monitor on
the 3rd floor of Pigott missing.
Medical Assistance
January 19,1:55a.m.

Housing and Residence Life reported to Public Safety an intoxicated female was unconscious
and not breathing. Public Safety
and Seattle Fire Department responded. The resident student
was confirmed to be unconscious and breathing shallowly.
The student was transported to
a local hospital for follow-up care.
The student returned to campus
few hours later.
Suspicious Circumstance
Warrant Arrest
January 19, 3:10 a.m.

/

Public Safety witnessed two indi-

viduals loitering near thevehicles
in the garage. Public Safety and
Seattle Police Department responded. The two individuals
were identified and transported
from university property. One individual was taken into custody
for outstanding warrants and the
second individual was escorted
offcampus.

These photos manifested while traveling through Naples Italy. I began to notice the vast array of intricacies surrounding the doorways,
something that we consider so necessary and mundane. My fascination grew around these portals, as I considered the truth that no
matter where one goes, we always are surrounded by these entrance

ways.
Photos by Jessica Ishmael

Theft
January 21,1 p.m.
Public Safety received and investigated a report of a portable
water purifier taken from the sink
in the department lounge and a
jar of peanut butter was also reported missing.
Safety Assist & Trespass
Warning
January 22,10:30 am.
Public Safety and Seattle Police
Department contacted a nonaffiliate male found to be very
intoxicated leaning against a
parked vehicle. The male would
not identify himself but later cooperated. The male was warned
about trespassing and transported to detox.
Safety Assist
January 23,1:15 p.m.
Public Safety recovered and safely disposed of a syringe.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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